by name that darkness which he saw within us
all. He knew that white men, the "blond-haired,

There is a darkness in this country. It has
begun to grow and permeate beyond the separation it defines between the races of the
American nation. It's power has been displayed
in the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The darkness is more morbid and horrifying than "hate" or "fear." It is more than a
sickness. It is a fatal compulsion to do violence,
to attack and claw at other people, to enslave
and oppress the scapegoat. The insanity has exploded the dream and taken the life of a man
of peace. This time, the darkness has taken too
great a toll
it has murdered the great force
for reconciliation.
Christianity as a way of life ultimately ends
in violent death. Dr. King was aware of the
risks of following his faith to the extent of
action. His speech last week proved this. Yet,
he said he was willing to face the possibility of
martyrdom because he still believed that his
people would enter "the promised land." He
had seen the "coming of the Glory of the Lord."
His death has the aura of futility and foolhardiness. He made the fatal mistake of acceping his own guilt and daringto point to and call

blue-eyed devil race" of the Black Nationalists,
had subjugated a whole race of men with dark
er skins to purposes of economic exploitation.
He saw the exploitation of black labor and skills
and, worse, the paternalism of the consciencesscared liberals. Martin Luther King saw the
fear and guilt of the powerful race and our insane defense against this guilt in punishing the
black race for it.
He saw this darkness covering the American soul and his response was to love. He became the untiring carrier of the "good news"
that men can share guilt and the trials which
accompany this openness. In all of this Martin
Luther King seems a fool.
This man who preached and lived the
Gospel he spoke has been murdered by that in
our national personality which compels us to
hate and fear. He has been murdered by the
darkness of the individualistic self-preservation
so typically American. He is one of the first
sacrifices to that evil which is tearing our nation to pieces. Martin Luther King is a martyr,

?

NE resistors
turn in cards
By BILL MEEHAN
Editorial Staff
"The Star Spangled Banner,"
sung by nearly 12,000 people
started off the April 3 draft resistance rally on the Boston Com-

mon, where 186 person turned in

their draft cards.
The rally followed marches from
Boston University, the Cambridge
Common, University of Massachusetts at Boston
Faneuil Hall, all
converging on the common where
the demonstrators listened
to
speeches by resisters, and members of the academic communityThe speeches centered on the
nature of the draft, Lyndon Johnson, and the future and purpose
of the resistance movement.
The opening speaker, Staughton
Lynd, misted that draft resistance
was but the first step in a commitment to a life of radical activity. "We must continue to say 'not
with my life you don't' to more
than the draft."
Commenting on the nature of
the draft in his speech, Rolf Coldin
said, "The draft does not just exist
to make war posible, but to govern
our lives in a system of national
self interest which we oppose." He
also told the audience that if they
could effectively resist while maintaining a deferment or while in the
army." they should do so.
MIT professor, Noam Chomsky
spoke immediately after the announcement that Hanoi might
?

(Continued on Page 10)
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Colleges and Boston morn
assasination of Dr. King
By JAMES FRANKLIN

and William Meehan Jr.
More than 10,000 people marched
from Boston Common to Post
Office Square to attend a memorial
meeting Friday for Dr. Martin Luther King. Five thousand more
were reported to have marched
from BU's Marsh Chapel.
The crowd was ypung, mostly
students, with a few working people on a long lunch hour. The predominately white crowd was told
that it was a day for "white people
to talk about white racism."
The major theme of the meeting
was set when David Smith of
People Against Racism stated that
"today must be a rededication to
resistance to American society, not
a day of mourning."
The meeting was organized overnight by the New England Resist-

?

Photo by Henry Ellis

Young radical listens to Howard Zinn at rally-

ance and People Against Racism.

Crowds began forming in front of
the State House well before the
11:00 A.M. starting time, but their
large size made Boston police and
parade marshals provided by the
Resistance and PAR move them
across to the Common.
Black people were asked to leave
the Common and march instead to

The memorial service for Dr.
Martin Luther King will occur
at 10:30 this morning on Bapst
Lawn- If the weather is unfavorable, the service will be
held in McHugh Forum. Classes
at 10 and 11 A.M. are cancelled.
memorial,
Following
the
there will be all-day workshops
on "Racism and the Black Rebellion," sponsored by The University
Committee
Against
Racism.
the Roxbury YMCA for a meeting
of the United Front in Roxbury to
draw up a "Black People's constitution." Despite shouts from the
crowd of "That's not what he (Dr.
King) lived for," 300 people did
leave, still leaving a fair number
of black faces in the crowd.
After hearing a few brief addresses as they gathered, the
marchers moved off the Common
in lines four or five abreast at
11:30. Movement to Post Office
Square was well-ordered and unmarked by any incidents. The meeting began at 12:15 when most
marchers had reached the site.
A small immediate victory was
gained by the demonstration in
the Square itself. The flag on the
Post Office building facing the
square had not been lowered to
half mast, as most were throughout the city. Shouts from the crowd
brought this to the attention of the
occupants of the building and the
flag was lowered.
Ed Blackman of the Resistance
spoke from a sound truck in the
middle of the packed square. "The
response of the nation at meetings

such as this should not be cheap
grace," he said. "There must be
an allocation of resources to black
America. If we are to fulfill the
promise of America, the life style
of America will have to change."
State Representative Joe Bradley
told the crowd, "We must begin
here so there is a country for all
of us." When shouts from the
crowd asked "What are you going
to do?" Rep. Bradley replied, 'Tm
here now to begin with."
A new approach by the Resistance was outlined by Bill Hunt.
"We thought we could deal with
the war first," he said. "The Resistance is going to be dealing with
racism at the same time we bring
the war to an end."
The words of Nate Turner, a
black student from Northeastern
lingered in the air. "Tomorrow
night you go back to your clean
houses and parties. It's going to
be a long, hot summer, and you're
going to have to decide where
you're at."
At BC, Plans for a response to
the murder of Dr. King began at
midnight, Thursday. At that time
James Mooney (A&S, '68) called
Fr. Charles Donovan, Academic
Vice President, and requested that
he cancel all Masses for the follow(Continued on Page «')
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LBJ speech
polls diversity
of response
By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
Students
Washington (CPS)
around the country reacted with
jubilation to President Johnson's
?

announcement that he would not
seek another term as President.
But beneath the jubilation there
was an undercurrent of suspicion
of Johnson's motives, especially
among politically aware students.
A CPS survey of about 20 large
acmpuses also showed a slight feeling of sympathy for the President
and a good deal of confusion,
especially in the West.
There were spontaneous demonstrations in several campuses and
in several large cities.
In Washington, about 150-200
people danced and sang in Lafayette Park, accross the street from
the White House. About 20 policemenl patrolled in front of the White
House and three persons were arrested for refusing to move when
told to- (Washington has strict laws
against parading in front of the
White House without a permit.)
In Boston, about 3,000 people,
most of whom were students from
BU and MIT, marched from Harvard Square to the steps of the
State House at about 2 A.M. Monday. They held a rally with speeches, chanting, and singing on the
steps of the State House. Michael
Ferber, one of the five men indicated for counseling draft resistance, spoke.
In Philadelphia about 1,000 University of Pennsylvania students
marched to Independance Hall singing "God Bless America."
In Chicago two groups of about

.

(Continued on
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Heights News Briefs
Social Com
The Social Commission will be
accepting applications for new
members up until Tuesday, April
23.
Interviews and voting will
take place the following week.
Forms may be picked up in the
Campus Council Office in McElroy.

Dr. Knowles
Dr. John H. Knowles, general
director of Massachusetts

General Hospital, will speak on
'?Vietnam

-

Diary

Medicine and

Politics", on Wednesday, April
10 at 8 p.m. at the Boylston
Hall Auditorium, Harvard Yard,
adjacent to Widener Library.
His talk will deal with the findings of the State Department Medical Investigation Team, who were

.

sent to South Vietnam to study Sala dc Puerto Rico of the Stratton
civilian medical care.
Building.
Slides by Adelaide dc
The talk is open to the public. Menil will be shown.
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Social ethics

Food fair
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Friday, April 26, the Nursing
Rev. Joseph Fletcher, ProClass of 1971 is sponsoring an
of Social Ethics at the
fessor
within
International Food Fair
Episcopal
Theological School in
the Devlin Quadrangle from 11
Cambridge, Mass., and author of
to 2.
controversial book, SITUA
Tickets are on sale from 11 the
TION ETHICS, and Mr. Saul Alin2
in
the
Eagle's
to
Nest.
sky,
professional agitator and
Save your hungry body for $1
per plate of foreign delicacies. Director of the Industrial Areas
Foundation, will conduct an open
forum on the topic of "Ethics,
Action, and Education"on WedChryssa, Greek sculptor best nesday, April 10 in Room 8 of
Campion from 2-4 P.M.
known for her neon tube construcThe
tions, will give a lecture at 8 forum is being sponsored by Miss
p.m. Thursday, April 11 at the Irene Mclnnes, an Instructor of
Philosophy of Education in the
Massachusetts Institute of TechBC School of Ed. and is open to
nology.
The lecture will be given in the all BC students. Free Admission.
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Lawndleproject

City proves power

of race

co-operation

By MARK J. SPLAIN (A&S ?70)
PETER WELSH (Holy Cross '69)
Of all the domestic problems which face our nation today, the interrelated problems of race
and poverty are without doubt among the most pressing. American racism makes existing political
attitudes and institutions obsolete. The poverty and powerlessness of this country's black population make it imperative that Negroes organize to make demands and produce the kind of reevaluation of ideas and institutions to produce the needed social change. The urgency of this crisis
has become all too clear as a result of the events of the past few summers. These problems demand solutions now.
This urgency, coupled with the
growing concern over these problems among some college students,
has led to the formation of the
Presentation Community Organization Project. Realizing that past
methods of dealing with ghetto
problems have obviously been overwhelmingly deficient, students
have been seeking a deeper understanding of the problems and
their solutions through direct in-

volvement.

These students feel that the answer to the crisis must be found

now, not after graduation. Tradi-

tional liberal education is valuable insofar as it provides students
with skills, habits of mind, and
background knowledge which serve
them well in dealing with all aspects of life. As yet, however, few
methods have been devised for
imparting the specific skills which
are necessary for dealing with urban problems.
One response to these condition
is the Presentation Project which
began on June 1, 1967 when a
group of twelve college students
and two Jesuit seminarians moved
into two apartments in an area
known as Lawndale in the heart
of Chicago's West Side Negro
ghetto-

The work began with the enthusiastic support and advice of
Msgr. John Egan, Pastor of Presentation Church. It is to be noted
that the project, concerned intially with a twelve block area, is not
involved in "social work" in any
traditional sense of the term. Its
function is community organization.
Though for the most part unstructured, the project did adopt
two general principles of action.
The first was that anything to be
accomplished must come from the
Lawndale people themselves and
that any successes were to be
achieved by them. This involves
many hours of door-to-door work,

Pledges sought
for Walsh chair
Senior Gift Committee is
now soliciting pledges from their
classmates to endorse the Michael
P. Walsh University Professorship.
This professorship, established in
honor of our retiring President,
will be the first endorsed chair
on the campus.
Dick Manzi, Gift Chairman, said
of the gift, "We hope through
this gift to bring to our campus
a man of outstanding academic
competence and national reputation and thus to enhance the
name of Boston College. We think
this gift is a fitting testimonial
to a man who has done so much
for us and for Boston College."
The seniors have established a
goal of $200,000 to support the
chair- The remainder of the $500,-000 needed is being raised among
the alumni and friends of Fr.
Walsh. To date over $50,000 has
been raised among the Seniors
alone.
On May 9, at a testimonial dinner being run by the Alumni Association and the Development Office the Seniors plan to announce
the successful completion of their
campaign and make a symbolic
presentation to Fr. Walsh. Seniors
who have not been, contacted about
pledges are urged to inquire about
the gift in Roberts 306.

The

'

listening to residents and talking

panic peddling and the contract

to people in the street. Only

sale of slum homes.
For several months we had re-

by

careful listening can one discover
the issues which most oppress the
people.
The second principle, the project's role, is to be that of a catalyst and advisors in assisting the
residents to achieve their desired
goals. In this way, it was hoped
that the residents would actually
achieve successes for themselves

and that the project would even-

tually eliminate the need for its
existence.
The summer's efforts did find
issues and at least two significant
successes were achieved. The first
was the construction of public recreation facilities for the neighborhood and the second was with regard to something as basic, yet
in the ghetto often lacking, a
regular garbage collection- At the
end of the summer it was felt that
much would be lost if the work
were not continued.
So one of the seminarians, Jack
MacNamara, S.J., and five of th9
college students decided to stay
on. An arrangement was worked
out for the students with the cooperation of Loyola University,
whereby the students could integrate their own academic schedules with the work of the project.
Courses were selected not only
to pacify the Selective Service
System and parents, but also to
insure acceptance of the credits
at the various colleges upon the
student's return.
The project's work during the
first semester, concerned mainly
with combating slum landlords,
met with only limited success. It
was significant, however, in that
it led to the issue currently being
focused upon, an issue which affects and which, in fact, to a
great extent creates ghettos across
the country. The issue is that of

heard of the enormous
burden being borne by
Lawndale residents who bought

peatedly
financial

homes through contract sales. Frequently mentioned were the exorbitant monthly payments which,
in most cases, exceed. $200- The
group decided to do some research. For four weeks, the members of the project searched property title records in the County
Building and gathered information on scores of contract sales in
the Lawndale community. We
found a consistent pattern of huge
markups in sales prices and tough
payment terms.
Consider the case of Howell Collins and his wife. In 1960, a year
of rapid racial change in Lawndale, they contracted to buy the
two-flats in which they live at
3932 W. Congress for $25,500. They
paid $1,500 down and agreed to
pay 7 per cent interest per year,
the maximum allowed under Illinois state law, on the unpaid balance. Monthly payments are $226.-50, of which $180 is applied to
principal and interest. This means
that, over the twenty years of this
contract, the total interest charges
will be over $20,656. Thus, payments on the building, purchased
for $25,500, total $46,156Documented evidence shows that
the value and the price of the
building paid by the real estate
speculator im 1960 was $14,000. Had
the Collins been able to buy at
that price under a conventional
20-year mortgage at the 6 percent
rate prevailing, they would have
paid only $8,994 in interest. Thus,
the high cost of being black in
our society is strikingly demonstrated by the fact that the Collins are paying $23,162 more for
their property than if they had

Jesuit seminarian John R. Macnamara discusses means of working with
Negroes in Lawnside with students (left to right) James Devanney,
Mark Splain, Macnamara, Peter Welch, Marc Young, William Ryan and
Thomas Mackey.
been whites with access to conventional mortgages and buying
in a real estate market that was
not restricted and racially inflated.
Thus under the terms of these
contracts, the purchasers are paying an average "race tax" of over
$20,000.
Many of the buyers like Mr. and
Mrs. Collins took many precautions at the time they were buying. Realizing that they were not
experts in the field, they sought
legal advice and were assured by
their lawyers that they were being treated fairly both as regards
price and the terms of the contract.
The Collins and the thousands
of black people like them have no
recourse in the courts in seeking
a change in contract terms. In the
eyes of the law, such a contract
is sacred, no matter how much
suffering it generates.
When the contract buyers of
Lawndale became aware of the
enormity of these 'legal swindles", they wanted to do something about it- Since no remedy
could be obtained in the courts,
they decided that the application
pressure and peaceful protest
measures would be used.
Another prime weapon available
to the group is the co-operation
of the Federal Housing Administration in making available mortgage money for ghetto areas. In
doing so, the FHA is partially
making amends for its role in the

Zinn, Egelson scheduled to speak
here at "Academic Day of Conscience
By JACK FOLEY
Associate Editor
The final schedule has been completed for the Academic Day of Conscience, a day-long conference on the Vietnam War, racism in America, and related topics, on Wednesday, April 24..
The conference, jointly sponsored by the Students for a Democratic Society and the Faculty Committee for Peace in Vietnam, will begin at 9 A.M. in Bapst Auditorium with a memorial service
and sermon by Rev. Edward MacKinnon, S.J., a member of the Boston College Philosophy Department.
Following the services, there
will be speeches by Rev. Richard
Mumma, Harvard Chaplain and
Steering Committee member of
RESIST; Mr. Nick Egleston, Past
National President of SDS; and
Mr. Bryant Rollins, a member of
Boston's Urban League and author
or Riot and Danger Song.
At 11:30 A.M., "Far from Vietnam," a new French film on life
in war-torn Vietnam, will be shownFollowing a break for lunch, at
1:30 P.M., Prof. Howard Zinn, Professor of Government at Boston
University, will speak on"The Intellectual and Complicity."
Following Zinn's talk, workshops
will be held in four major areas:
White Racism, University Complicity with the War, The Draft, and
Implications of American Commitments Abroad.
The workshop on White Racism
will be conducted by an organizer
from the Boston Area People

Against Racism and will discuss
how racism developed in America,
the prospects for this summer, the
role of white people in support of
demands for equality by American
blacks, and how whites can effectively fight racism.
The University Complicity with
the War workshop will be conducted by a member of the Harvard Student-Faculty Committee
on University Complicity and will
include an investigation of the
economic ahd educational role the
university plays in society.
The Draft workshop will be conducted by a member of the Boston Draft Resistant Group. The
workshop will include a presentation of the Selective Service regulations as they affect society in
general, and the academic community in particular. Concrete
means of acting to change the
draft will also be presented.
The final workshop. Implications

of American Commitments Abroad,
will be conducted by Prof. Raymond McNally, Director of the
Boston College. Russian and East
European Center- The workshop
will examine America's foreign
policy commitments accompanied
by an attempt to discover some
policy guideline which led to
these entanglements.
The places for the film, Zinn's
speech, and the workshops will be
announced later. Gerald M. Shea,
(A&S, '68), one of the organizers
of the conference, reports that
plans and cooperation for the
conference have been "very successful." According to Shea, fifteen professors have already responded favorably to a letter asking them to either cancel classes
on that day or urge their students
to cut class to attend the programs. Shea said he expected more
replies to be forthcoming.

exploitation of Negro
homeowners. Formerly, the FHA
refused to make loans on property in areas of rapid racial change.
The effectiveness of these methods has already been demonstrated in the cases of two of the
biggest real estate operators on
the West Side. In the first case,
it took five weeks of continuous
pressure before Mr. Moe M. Forman, head of a downtown investment firm, broke. The homeowners, with the support of several
seminarians, picketed the firm's
office in the Loop and paid "informational visits" to the homes
of Forman's Northside neighbors
to outline the injustice of Such
contracts.
As a result of these steps, Mr.
Forman agreed to meet with the
people- However, on the day of
this meeting he advised the group
that he would not come out to
Lawndale to talk, but that he
would send a letter agreeing to
the group's demands. A crowd of
over five hundred people gathered that evening to hear the letter
read. In his letter Mr. Forman
stated that "I am acceding to your
request that the contract balances
be renegotiated and that the guideline to be used are the current
FHA appraisals of the properties."
The amount already paid in on
the principal is to be subtracted
from the appraisal price to reach
the figure at which the contracts
will be renegotiated.
(Continued on Page 4)
original

Parsley, Sage,
BC and Thyme
The Social Commission has announced its spring calendar featuring a concert by Simon and
Garfunkel, three class proms, and
a buffet on Junior Weekend, May
3-4. In addition, the Junior Show
is planned for April 30 and May
2, and plans for a breakfast are
being considered.
The Junior Prom will be held
at McHugh Forum, while the
proms for freshmen and sophomores are set for the Somerset
Hotel and Valle's of Newton, respectively. The three Friday proms
will be followed on Saturday by
a late afternoon buffet sponsored
by
the Sophomore class. The
charge for the buffet will be $4.00
per couple. If finally approved,
the beerfest will take place on
the afternoon preceding the buffet
dinner and the concert.
Tickets to the Simon and Garfunkel concert, to be held in Roberts Center at 8:30 p-m. Saturday
night, will cost $3.00 per person
and are on sale now in McElroy.
On April 30 and May 2, the
Junior Show, "On a Clear Day You
Can See Forever," will be presented at Newton High School. The
musical, directed by Bob Dolan,
stars Elizabeth Vogel, Anne Marie
Hughes, Rafael deGuzman, and
Bob Weiss. Tickets will be $1.50.
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Limited representation won
by students in Kentucky
Frankfort, Ky. (CPS)
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has signed into law a bill making Kentucky the
the
nation
have
students on the governing boards of public colleges and univerfirst state in
to
sities.
Although the bill which became law is considerably weaker than the one first introduced in
the legislature, many students say students have achieved a major victory in their drive to have
more power in running the colleges and universities.
?

Many students, however, think
the bill passed by the legislature
does not go far enough. The bill
specifies that each of the six state
supported institutions will have
one non-voting student member on
its governing board.
The bill first introduced in the
legislature provided for the students to be voting membersThe legislature also added the
clause, "the student members at
each institution to be Kentucky
residents." The student body president gets to sit on his institution's
governing board if he is a state
resident.
If he is not, a special election will
be held to determine the student
representative.
The Kentucky

Student Association, an organization of student

governments in the state, took up
the drive and was successful in
getting both candidates for governor in last fall's election to endorse a bill to this effect.
Although the presidents of the
the State institutions did not publicly support or oppose the bill,
most were believed to be against
it. Their behind the scenes efforts
reportedly influenced legislators
to weaken the original bill.
The real test of the bill's strength
will come in the future. For example, the University of Kentucky's
Board of Trustees by law conducts
its business in public meetings, but
any controversial issue is always
decided in private before the public session begins.
There is, some speculation that

the student member will not be

Chief "Bull" Lyons speaks
on his

job and students
By DANIEL NANN
News Staff

Few Boston College students ever get to know or see Chief
"Bull" Lyons of the Campus Police.
Sitting behind the desk in his office he appears to be a large,
quiet man with a red face and white hair, leaning back with a
match to his cigar, his eyes squinted pensively; the traditional
pose of the stereotyped movie cop preparing his interrogation.
He seems capable of reminiscing
far beyond the ten years he has
been at BC, before which he was
with the Newton Police Force. Pastoral photographs of Bapst, St.
Mary's, and Gasson decorate his
office, which is lost among the
trucks and other maintenance apparatus in the service building.
Chief Lyons heads the staff of
twenty guards, employed through
the Sullivan Guard Service, who
are on duty around the clock,

checking buildings, guarding the
gates, giving out tickets and, with

a flair for the detective, checking
cars on the middle campus for
false faculty and staff stickers.
In an interview Chief Lyons
made some reflections on his job,
the college, and the students. He
noted that many of the new and
planned buildings on campus such
as the Social Science Center and
the proposed Library are reducing
the parking facilities at BC.
He suggested that a cutback in
the number of resident students
having automobiles may be beneficial, and, in a similar vein, he expressed this opinion, "I am also in
favor of putting the curfew back."
Chief Lyons pointed out that an
extra lookout for would-be vandals
is carried out on the nights pre-

ceding hotly
contested sports
events. He stressed the point that,
"few people realize that the Holy
Cross vandals were apprehended."
In reference to the possibility of
a large scale demonstration or riot
at BC, Chief Lyons proudly recalled, "Whe Hubert Humphrey
visited the BC campus, BC students
removed outside anti-Vietnam picketers from the campus."
Chief Lyons has been at BC long
enough to realize that BC students
simply do not riot, demonstrate, or
even protest. He commented, "I
don't think anything like that
would happen here."
On students, Chief Lyons said
that, "students should show more
respect to college authorities," but
he also added, "I think that the
standards of behavior and the reputation of BC students is much
higher than those of surrounding
colleges and universities."
He cited student aid to disabled
vehicles in the early snowstorm
in November as an example.
In response to the question of
students found possessing marijuana or other drugs or intoxicants,
Chief Lyons commented, "If we
know of anything, we turn all information of that sort over to Fr.

Hanrahan."

invited to the unofficial, private
sessions.
"I'm sure there will be many
situations in which a student has
no business in there," said Ted
Gilbert, executive director of the
State Council on Public Higher Education. "We are just adopting a
wait-and-see attitude."

LAWNDALE...

The Gasson rotunda was the setting for an exhibition, "Objects

(Continued from Page
This victory means that the
over three hundred contracts held
by Forman will be reduced by an
average of more than $8,000. Hugh
Hough of the "Chicago Sun-Times"
has termed the victory an 'economic miracle," but I do not
agree. The success shows that
people do have the power to affect their future and right the exploitation which they have experienced.
If we in the project have anything to offer the people of Lawndale, it is the hope that the injustice and exploitation can be
fought, that being black does not
have to mean that the oppression
of a racist society is the basic fact
of life.
More significant than the monetary success, however, are the
changes in the lives of the people
of Lawndale. Long awaited improvements and maintenance on
the homes can now be done. Family life will improve because wives
will not be forced to work and
husbands can quit the second and
third jobs which many now hold
to meet their paymentsAnother aspect of this breakthrough in Lawndale are the national implications of the program. As Msgr. Egan has pointed
out, "Nowhere in the country has
a group of residents organized to
achieve a remedy for the injustices suffered as a result of contract buying. This victory is bound
to be the forerunner of drastic
3)

Miss Gleklen also noted that it would be very advantageous
to the cultural broadening of the student body to see such unusual objects.

This is the second year that the
exhibit has been held. Miss Gleklen
was very pleased at the response
which the idea drew from so many
people. Offerings of objects have
come from many sources. The result is a diversity of objects from
different countries.
One of the larger pieces is a
porcelain elephant from Vietnam.
The figure is green in color with
a white rose tapestry on the side
serving as a small embellishment.
Placed on top of the figure is a
seat, also white in color, which
adds to the interesting lines of the
piece.

guests for the

discussion

Mr. Canham proposed that this
of theory was not relevant to
the daily running of a newspaper.
He also disagreed with the basic
point of Dr. McLuhan's thought,
and disliked the obscurity of his
style. "I find that, in newspapers,
the medium is not the message."

Mr. Petersen was even less impressed. "McLuhan is useful only
as an authority. The ad agencies
are interested in him and if you
can use him to explain what you
are doing they'll go along."
Much of the discussion was centered on the changing relation of

them both.
The above objects and others
came from such sources as: The
Import Cargo from Cambridge, Miss
Gleklen, our foreign adviser, Mrs.
Sylvia Simmons, the CBA registrar,
and Mr. Francis Piatti, Miss Linda
Gittar, and Miss Ruth Michelson
from the Institute of Human Sci-

ences.

As Miss Gleklen points out, not
all the contributors are members
of the university. Donations come
from friends of students and

as well as from people con-

changes in the law and similar victories throughout the country."
This program could also serve
as a postcript to the gloomy predictions of the Kerner Report. The
report was fearful that America

is moving toward two societies,
one black, and one white, seperate
and unequal.
Such polarization need not happen, so long as the cancers that
cause it are removed. The Lawndale experience demonstrates that
such cancers can be removed because whites and blacks can work
together. One encouraging response from the white community to the program has been the
formation of a group of over twenty eminent lawyers who have offered to donate their time to work
out the legal details of the rene-

'

thought on the mass media.
The

the inability of a
man to do two jobs and complete

priests

Last Tuesday night, WVBC brought together representatives
of the major media to discuss the effect of Marshall McLuhan's
were Mr. Michael Ambrosino from
WGBH-TV; Mr. Erwin Canham, editor of the Christian Science Monitor; Mr. Daniel Griffin from CBS
radio; and Mr. Bernt Petersen from

ing to convey is

Marshall Islands are also
by a Parelon Storyboard. The Storyboard is brown in
color with deep etchings of the figures representing a fisherman trying to catch a turtle and incurring
the loss of his boat in the process.
The moral that the board is try-

The

represented

By BILL MEEHAN
Editorial Staff

type

Fuehrer)

the university in sharing their cultures with the students of the

university.

VBC?s McLuhanism forum
draws mass media experts

impressed.

Nein, Dumkopfl Der

from around the world," sponsored by the office of the adviser
for foreign students, April 2 and 3.
The display, according to Meredith Gleklen, the Foreign Student Adviser, was an effort to interest the foreign students oi

\u25a0

Univision Corporation.
There was some divergence of
opinion as to the worth of McLuhanism. Mr. Griffin felt it might
be closer to the truth than most
people in the media thought. The
other three, however, were not so

Nein,

International objets d?arts
at foreign student display

newspapers and the electronic media. An audience question brought
up the problem of covering something like the President's recent
announcement that he would not
seek re-election, after the public
exposure via "the electronic media."
In answer to this, Canham said,
"we covered the events which followed the speech, after the cameramen had left." He distinguished
between presenting the news, the
function primarily of television,
and reporting it, which is more
properly the function of the newspapers.
Earlier

in

the

discussion

he

pointed out the advantages that

newspapers had over electronic
media. He said that radio and television had the advantage of being
able to get the news to the public
faster, but that printed media reported the news at the readers
own pace. He also stated that they
were less easily misunderstood because the reader could go back and
study the reports.

nected with the university.

Miss Gleklen expressed wonder
at the generosity of people to contribute, and she was very pleased
with the increased interest of the
foreign students as well as BC students in the exhibit.

gotiations.

The contract buyers group is
growing and maturing to the point
that important functions in the
organization developed around the
contract sales issue can go on to
attack other forms of exploitation

and can make Lawndale into a
neighborhood in which human beings can do more than barely survive.
Currently involved in the projects are Jack MacNamara, S.J.,
who acts as director, two students
from Holy Cross, two students
from Notre Dame, one from Xavier University, and myself. The
success in which we have been
involved so far have been due to
many factors. The support and cooperation of MacNamara's superiors, the Universities, the parents
involved, and all the people who
have financed the project by their
private contributions have all been
a major factor in this success.
However, the basic reason lies
in the people of Lawndale. They
are the ones who have picketed,
who have been cursed for doing
so, and who have had the courage
to ring doorbells in the all-white
suburbs to demand that exploitation and injustice cease.
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Editorials:
Letter from a Birmingham jail
(ED. NOTE: The following is an excerpt from a letter written
by Dr. Martin Luther King from a Birmingham jail in April of
1963. The letter was addressed to a group of clergymen who had
criticized Dr. King for "unwise and untimely" demonstrations.)

"The question is not whether
we will be extremist but what
kind of extremist will we be.
Will we be extremist for hate or
will we be extremists for love?
Will we be extremists for the
preservation of injustice - or will
we be extremists for the job of
In that dramatic scene
justice?
on Calvary's hill, three men were
crucified for the same crime - the
crime of extremism. Two were ex tremists for immorality, and thus
fell below their environment. The
other, Jesus Christ, was an ex tremist for love, truth and good ness and thereby rose above his
environment. So, after all, maybe
the South, the nation and the world
are in dire need of creative extremists."

Betrayal of student interest
It's time to wake up. Any pretensions which
BC now makes to a maturely-functioning student government has been blown in the wind.
What is now painfully clear is that the people
of BC do not possess the frame of mind which
is necessary for a structured university society.
The students and faculty of BC are participating in a day school for further education. The
ideal which the institution presents, on the contrary, is an integrated university life, which
utilizes all facets of individual experience and
activity in the process of social maturation,
personal education and total development.
Until the faculty is living a BC life instead
of commuting as employees of the university,
and until the student constituency is oriented
to a total environment of communal and personal growth, we should realize what is and
what is not possible at BC. What is not possible
is a realization of the wishful rhetoric of constitutions, candidates and committees.
What we need is a place in which to grow;
not a place to govern. We are now embarked
on an excursion into leadership by
and dynamism by default. Most exciting new
offices in student government will be filled by
nearly uncontested elections. The choice for
student body president has degenerated into a
struggle to determine who is the real "campus
poll"
To begin with, the new student government
constitution was heralded into being by the
cataclysmic vote of 23 percent of the students,
after one of the broadest publicity campaigns
in recent BC history, based entirely on the

convention leaders that progress can be achieved by the use of trite slogans.
We now have, among other contradictions,
four university institutions claiming the sole
right to recognize student organizations. Furthermore, the new student government constitution grants no substantial new powers to
study legislation, and appears now to be nothing
more than a reshuffling of the old student

better.
The success of the deceitful poster slogan
"A vote No is a vote for the Campus Council"
represents the deep faith of the constitutional

ever hope may have existed for real reform and
the establishment of a government built upon
service and governors who care about representation.
J.D.G.

argument that anything new is automatically

government.
Based on the hopes and ambitions which the

constitutional convention raised last fall, the
results however precipitated, can be fairly reduced to a betrayal of the advances which the
great number of students have been quietly

?
alternative
Hughes
Prof
on Day of Conscience
To the Editor:
In regard to the Academic Day
of Conscience, to be held on campus on April 24 under the joint
sponsorship of the Faculty Committee For Peace in Vietnam and
the Students For a Democratic Society: if my students feel that their
observation of the day's program
is a demand their consciences make
on them, by all means let them absent themselves from class.
If anyone feels that cancelling
classes is a proper response to the
indignities and tremors of war,
then by all means, as an act of
honesty, let them cancel classes.
However, I shall not cancel my
classes. I will, instead, cancel all
appointments and committee meetings on April 24th, and give continual poetry readings and conmentary from 9 AM, to 6 P.M.
There will be readings from Sir
Philip Sidney (who died at Zutphen), from the Metaphysical Poets
(who knew what cultural ambiguity
meant), from the Cavalier Poets
(who watched a social order disintegrate), and from the poets of
World War I. If anyone would care
to drop into my office (447 Carney)
to eavesdrop, welcome.
The reason I'm doing this is that

awaiting for years.

The lack of faith which so-called student
leaders have demonstrated in their rejections

of attempting major change is a monumental

frustration to many convention delegates, students and faculty members.
The suggestion that the new student government will automaticallybe greeted with respect
from the faculty and administration cannot be
proved by either document or personality.
How can the faculty representatives be asked
to respect a government suffused with the rhetoric of reform and representation yet bearing
a striking resemblance to the very inefficiency
and narrowness so characteristic of the pre-

vious system.
In short, the student body has lost the
campus council simply to gain the headaches
of a government more centralized and powerful
in terms of control of student activities and
organizations. The student body has lost what?

X

I can't accept the notion that the
human situation is better served
outside the classroom. If what goes
on in the classroom is not vividly
and necessarily related to the
whole living situation, then I have
eighteen wasted years to contemplate. Much as I sympathize with
the peace movement (and Senator
McCarthy in particular), more do
I believe that the university is the
last stronghold of contemplation;
and that contemplation infused into history is the rarest form of
action.
The venerable shade of William
Camden perhaps takes greatest
pride in Ben Johnson's praise,
"Thou canst teach." Measured
against the cataclysmic agonies of
this generation, teaching of the
poets may seem a trifling matter.
But it does matter; I want to believe it does, and do believe it.
And so, contrapuntally with the
Day of Conscience, I'll be reading
from the poets.
Sincerely,

Richard E. Hughes
Chairman, English
Department
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Can dissenters rally without
big brother and bombing symbols?
To the Editor:
The President's announcement
last Sunday night that he would
not seek reelection and that he
had halted the bombing of North
Vietnam generated an atmosphere
of joy and celebration. My dorm
echoed with expressions of victory
and hope. Yet, my own festive
spirit was dampened by a pool of
cold fear within.
Partly, that fear was of the kind
that arises whenever some of the
old order's security is shattered
and uncertainty faces us. But, mostly that fear was of the shift of
responsibility and power to someone else's shoulders. True, the
decision was made by one man and
was probably based on several considerations. But surely, among the
major forces that influenced him
was the strident voice of protest
against the war and against the
value system and foreign policy
which served as its justification.
To those of us, then, who demanded change and got it, there
has been given some of that power
and a greater task still to be completed. (Obviously, I am not talking
about our more conservative minded fellows whose opinions I can
recognize but must disdain as I do
the views of any youth who is not
out to change the world.)
I want to make it clear that I
consider Lyndon Johnson a courageous man. His style and personality repulsed me but no less than
that of those who pointed to such
characteristics as their main argument against him.
The President believed that he
had learned from mistakes in history and was determined to stand
in the face of great opposition and
to do what he thought best, within
the context of power and consequences that only he knew in full.
In his own right and in his time,
he may be called a great man. The
fact is that this was no longer his
time. His decision is an admission,
whether explicitly realized or not,
that the world has moved out from
under him.
The advent of the new world is
my fear and our problem. The
problem can be posed in two questions. The first is how to continue
the opposition to the war to bring
it to a complete end; how to assure
that we will not make the same
mistake of intervention in the future; and how best to influence
and elect those leaders who will
fulfill the ideals we claim to be
ours. The challenge is now given
to the dissenters to prove that they
can rally without the convenient
symbols of Big Brother and Bombing and can formulate and demand
a

new foreign policy.

for continuing joy. Rather it is only
a beginning and perhaps the first
of great crises for us. The Chinese
symbol for crisis includes the ideas
of both danger and opportunity.
That we may not fulfill the opportunity nor grasp the torch that has

Keuka coeds
grossed out
To the Editor:
We're angry! We've been disillusioned. Want to know why?
Well here it comes:
On our first trip to Boston College, we regret to Inform you that
your hospitality was quite below
par. In fact we were deeply hurt.
Upon making a friendly visit to the
Boston College dorms, to visit our

friend, Bernie, we were appalled
at the insinuations thrown at our
characters. However, the boys who
inferred this were of a minority.
We sincerely feel that a course in
etiquette is necessary for these
poor representatives of BC. We
hope this incident is not an example of all the boys of BC.

Sincerely yours,
Jo, Bey, and Ruth
from Keuka College

finally been passed on to the new
generation is our danger.
Wayne Lee Hoffman (A & S, '69)

Little Me

Specifically, I refer to Rick's actions in regard to the draft and
his courage in turning in his draft
card. Over the years, I have agreed
and disagreed with him, but I have
always respected his integrity and
continue to do so in this matter
also.
The issue is not whether he is
right or wrong but rather that he
believes he is right and is willing
to act in accordance with his convictions regardless of the consequences to himself. In order that
society.
political freedom survive it is necWe will need philosophers and essary that there be dissension and
writers and ones more relevant disagreement the kind of disthan the extremist doctrines of agreement that is the product of
Marcuse, Fannon, or Ogelsby. Now intelligent and sincere deliberation
that we have thrown out some of on the part of an individual; this
the old values, and are not yet kind can be attributed to Rick
sure of the new ones, our situation Lareau; contrary to what many beis like walking on marbles. It will lieve, his actions represent an actake a good sense of balance to ceptance of responsibility, not an
make sure our revolution does not attempt to escape it (It is not diffihave as its end anarchy.
cult to go to Canada).
The President's decisions clearly
History teachers tell us that
do nol indicate success or cause events don't just occur and socie?

By MARTY FUNKE
The boys and girls, members of the experimental Do-Bee Group
nervously waited for group leader outside the spook room
Suddenly
group leader appeared, clothed in a long sheet, dyed
black, with stars
and lemon peels glued all over it.
Group leader intoned hoarsely, "Are you ready to join the
mystery
experience which will make you all greaate leaders in the
university
and in the world?"
"Well, shure!!" everybody shouted.
"Let us now enter the holy room. You will all remove your shoes
and socks. Also get rid of your chewing gum, matches, and all
sharp

instruments.

.,,

Once inside the room, group leader started wailing, and sprinkled
Kool-Aid over the heads of the novitiates. "That's to make you sweet,"
group leader said, and giggled.
"What's this got to do with being a leader of the people?" asked
Ned Beazley. "This is pretty ridiculous if you ask me, and I'm getting
the hell out of here while the gettin's good!"
Beazley ran out of the room, and everyone else started getting
pretty nervous. Group leader decided to restore their sense of purpose
and responsibility by speaking to Beazley as he made his exit.
"Beazley's chicken! Beazley's chicken! Nya-nya-nya-nya-nya! You're
just an old party poop!" shouted the group leader. "Some student
leader you're gonna be
huh boys 'n girls?"
"Ye-es," whispered everybody feebly. A girl began to weep.
"All right now, everybody hold hands
in a circle, that's right.
Now, nobody say anything, we're gonna have a sort of silent
communication. And remember, this is serious, so no tickling. Everybody think
nice thoughts."
The silence was awesome, as the students began to concentrate
their thoughts, and the almost electric feeling began to scintillate
from one to another. Group leader waited for someone to say something vital.
Kermode Smoot was the first to respond. A tranquil smile o'erspread his face, and he said slowly, "Anybody hear the one about the
farmer's ?"
"Smoot!"
"I'm sorry, I really am. Why don't we try it again?"
"Listen, Smoot," said group leader. "This is serious. We've been
allocated fifty grand for this program, and I already spent 25 thou
on Kool-Aid and Silly Putty. Don't you go throwing a monkey wrench
into the works now with your idiocy, or I'll hide your shoes and socks
and you'll never get out of here alive." Smoot nodded feverishly.
"Okay, now I suppose I oughtta 'splain what we further want to
do, kids. Now we're gonna talk to each other, and try to feel out what
each one is reely trying to say. I like to call this 'feedbak!' Now when
we get the ole' feedbak goin', you'll be able to have a 'rapport' (that's
a French word, by the way). And we'll be able to have all kinds of
Martin Buber type I-Thou relationships. Scads of 'em. I want only
positive feedbak, now. Don't forget. Positivel Negative feedbak means
that the other guy faked you out and is a nasty liar. And we don't
want you people to be fooled by shmucky ole' connivers, do we?"
Everybody was really excited now, so off they went, in pairs. Each
one stared the other one down. Finally, in one of the paired face-offs,
the first verbal stimulus bubbled to the surface: Francine Zielinski said
to Hervey Shagnon, "Your breath sure is awful vile, Hervey."
"Lie!" shouted Hervey triumphantly.
Group leader was about to answer, but then walked over to where
Hervey was crouching. Group leader hesitated a moment, then said,
shaking his head, "Truth, Hervey. I'm sorry but Francine was being
entirely truthful. It hurts, I know, but we are searching for truth and
rapport, like I said."
Three days later, group leader led his team out of the room. They
were all wilty-looking, and smelled pretty bad. But their faces were
calm. The Foo Bird had descended upon them. They came out singing
"Sock it to me, baby!"
This is a proud moment for all of us, ladies and gentlemen," said
group leader. "You are student leaders truly. We will be able to deal
with students and people everywhere, solve problems and stuff like
that. Ladies and gentlemen, I salute you!"
The enlightened ones cheered.
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by chance, but
place through
the actions and initiative of indi-

ties do not change
rather these take

vidual men.
I close by simply extending my
sincerest thanks and admiration to
Richard Lareau for being one of
these men determined to save and
develop political freedom America for all of us.
Sincerely,
Mike Castellini (A &S, '68)
?

gentLe
monday

ciety.

The second question, much more
difficult, asks how we can incorporate the new values evidenced
by the opposition to the war into
a broad value system which is consistent with the draft resistance,
civil rights movement, and the
freer sex and pot morality. If indeed, our time is to be a turning
point in history, our success will
depend on how well a new value
system can be formulated and made
acceptable and workable In the

.

To the Editor:
There have been, unfortunately
only two times in my four years
here at BC that I have left a production of the Dramatic Society
smiling and stayed that way until
I slept.
The first was the Junior Show
of last year directed by Phil DiBeladino; namely, How to Succeed.
This show was highlighted by the
unparalleled performance of Richie
deßusso.
The second was the weekend of
March 29 when Phil once again{
directed as only he can, beautifully.
Similarly, Richie deßusso stole the
show once again, this time in a
different way.
As each member of the audience
left Campion having seen Little
Me, after saying "Fantastic," they
spoke next of the dancers and their
unparalleled performances. Richie
deßusso choreographed "Little Me"
and the praise he deserves is
unbounded.
Both these boys shall always be
remembered by me as two people
whose love for their work can not
be exceeded.
Sincerely,
John R. Duffy (A&S, '68)

Rick Lareau: willing
to act on his convictions
To the Editor:
I would like to take a few minutes to express thanks to Richard
Lareau and William O'Halloran. I
have known Rick throughout my
four years at Boston College, the
first two years as a roommate and
the last two years as a close friend.
In freshman year, he impressed
me as a "happy-go-lucky" and sincere person, although, I thought,
somewhat naive about many things.
Now, four years later, Rick is still
friendly and most importaHtly, sincere, but as for many of us, the
problems of our times have made
Rich more aware and more serious
than he would like to be. Rick is
sacrificing a great deal and risking
even more in order to insure that
freedom of conscience and action
remain keystones of American so-

SAVE ME A SEAT

APRIL 29

* * * * *

Two weeks later, the entire group of apostles trooped into group
leader's office.
Kermode Smoot was spokesman.
"Uh, group leader, I think we pulled a real boo-boo."
"Whattya mean, boo-boo? I fixed ya up, and gave ya the potions
and everything, and you, nut-boy, tell me I've failed. How so?"
"Well," said Smoot. "One thing you didn't mention. Nobody else
took this thing but us, in the whole school. This morning I tried to
strike up an I-Thou relationship with Carlotta Cherrycheeks, of the
stoodent guvmint committee. She wouldn't evpn take off her shoes."
The rest is silence.

Course Critique: collection of facts and opinion
To the Editor:
In its introduction, the new
Course Critique bills itself as "simply a collection of fact and opinion." Unfortunately in its review
of Dr. McCrossen's Modern European Literature course the fact is
false and the opinion distorted. Out
of fairness for Dr. McCrossen and
for students considering taking the
course in the future, we must
protest.
The alleged facts are that the
course emphasizes the trivial. The
emphasis on the trivial comes not
in the course, but only in the critique. The emphasis of Dr. McCrossen's lectures is on the wide

background that gave birth to the
great works of literature read during the semester.
But the false facts are not nearly
as disturbing as the over-all tone
of the critique. The article's primary purpose it seems is to ridicule the man for the political views

he expresses. To do so is to be as
one sided and distorted as the
critique implies Dr. McCrossen is.
There is one primary difference
however. Dr. McCrossen's ideas
cause the student to think; the
course critique encourages stu-

dents to dismiss him without
thinking. It is in this encouragement to think about ideas which

are not ordinarily presented and
then to decide whether to accept

or reject them that the real value
of this course lies.
Last year's Course Critique saw
ML 177-178 as "an informative and
entertaining elective" with lectures
that "cause the student to think."
It is unfortunate that this unbiased
accuracy was replaced by poorly
researched, unjust innuendos.
Phillip A. Langsdorf (A & S, '69)
William J. Conner (A&S, '69)
Robert A. Gambol (A&S, '69)
James R. Weiss (A&S, '69)
Gary F. Ritter (A &S, '69)
Edward M. Murphy (A & S, '69)
Donald Y. Rosato (A&S, '69)
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Time is running out
By JAMES FRANKLIN
Copy Staff
of a high school assembly. Seven or eight hundred
bustle
The auditorium filled with the usual
students in this Pittsburgh high school had been herded in by their teachers to hear a panel discussion by some people from a place called Boston College. Most of the school was white, but the
few black faces to be seen were packed closly together in ten or fifteen seats of one row.
When the principal found sufficient quiet, he introduced the four
speakers from BC. Each was welldressed and well-spoken. Their
talks were brief, but pointed; the
subject race relations. They talked
about housing and education, what
divided people in America today
and what could be done for people
in America tomorrow.
After the presentation came the

questions from the audience. There
were thoughful and intelligent
questions, the kind that test logic

and information. And there were
the questions that raised the many
real fears felt by the white confronted by the problems of civil
rights, open housing, his own prejudice. These were less pleasant questions, and they went the whole
range, from "Aren't Negroes really
lazy?" and "Won't property values
go down?" to "Why should we give
them things when other people had
to work for them?"

spoke for ourselves."
These BC students were on a
speaking tour called Alternative.
Before school, religious, and civic
groups, they spoke of the issues of

racial conflict, and, time and again,
they were able to begin the first
discussion of racial problems that
had ever gone on in their audi-

ences.
The Alternative program has received much publicity and support,
but two similar and less wellknown programs are underway in
the local area right now. Boston
College thus is the only university
in the country which has launched
three distinct and specific programs concerned with inter-racial
justice.

peared, BC speakers were treating
these racial problems in terms of

white racism.

They agreed

with

Archbishop Deardon of Detroit who

has said that the white

community

must bear the guilt for 400 years
of discrimination and oppression.
Wherever they are, the speakers
have stressed the importance of
time. In the discussion periods
they have repeatedly emphasized
the fact that time is running out
for America. If some action is not
forthcoming there will be two communities in this country, "white
and black, separate and unequal,"
as the Kerner Report put it.

Photo by Henry Ellis
Speaking before a CCD group, the Inter-racial Justice speaking team
(I. to r., James Malone, Richard Carroll, John Galligan, Mark Ragolia)
outlined their case at St. Catherine of Siena parish in Norwood.
?

Encounter goes suburban

Besides Alternative on the national level, there is Encounter,
three student speakers who are
bringing the case for inter-racial
justice to Protestant and Catholic
Three Boston College students have devoted considerable time in the last few months to a
groups of all ages in the several speaking program called Encounter. Speaking to both Catholic and non-Catholic groups, they have
England states. In addition, brought the issues of racial conflict to audiences across the state, in the hope of beginning fruitful
" Each question was answered pa- New
three teams of speakers in a protiently by the speakers with all the
discussion and community action to forestall the reoccurrence of racial violence in the near
gram called simply Inter-racial Jusfacts and understanding they had.
tice, aim their efforts at Catholic future.
The three students are Michael cry meetings of the Archdiocesan Discrimination in employment and
Finally, one girl, a black girl,
high schools and CCD groups in the
Morrissey, John Cosgriff, and Ed- Council of Catholic Women in Pemraised her hand and asked the first
its relation to welfare is the topic of
question that had come from that Archdiocese of Boston.
ward Murphy, all juniors in the broke, Newton, and Springfield, to Edward Murphy's talk. He links the
row of seats. "These boys have
The attitude demonstrated in the College of Arts and Sciences. Each a meeting at the Massachusetts Bay high rate of unemployment of the
come all the way from Boston to talks has reflected the Kerner Re- has acted as a volunteer, taking a Community College in Watertown, Negro to the high crime rate in the
speak for us. I have to say thank port on last summer's violence. great deal of his own time to bring and to public high schools in Hingyou to them. But now it's time we Long before the Kerner Report ap- the program to such groups as dean- ham and Boston.
They have received 27 invitations
elsewhere. It is unlikely that they
will be able to accept many of these,
for there is only so much time the
group can spend on their own.
For the most part, the program
has concentrated on adult Catholic
groups. The talks stress the discrimDrawing on students from Dr. John Lawton's Persuasive Argumentation class in the Speech ination against the Negro today and
a
relations,
to what the Catholic Church is doing in
Department, a speakers program has been set up at BC to take the issues of races
each area of discrimination.
variety of groups in the New England area.
The area of education is handled
Begun as a class requirement,
Paul Sullivan (CBA, '68), John
by Michael Morrissey. The situation
TOWARD MURPFT7"
Hurlihy
(A&S,
'69),
Edward
Mcprogram
the
has expanded to take
in Boston first receives attention,
(Continued from Page 7)
considerable time from all members Donald (A & S, '68), and John Kelley
ghetto.
particularly the inadequacy of the
(A & S, '68)
spent Thursday after- ing day, and that there be a meof the speaking teams.
Catholic participation in fair emBoston Public School system and its
They have been selected to give noon at St. Mary's Boys High morial service held for Dr. King.
ployment programs is stressed in
Roxburyschools
in
the
elementary
morning,
a
Fr. Donovan was opposed to the
a series of talks on the same model School in Lynn. That
North Dorchester area. Morrissey Project Equality initiated by the late
as the better known Alternative third team Charles Barry (A& S, idea of cancelling all classes be- points to the
lack of physical facili- Cardinal Ritter of St. Louis. In the
cause he feared giving an impres'70), James Bove (A & S, '69) Thomand Encounter speaking programs.
ties, teacher training and prepara- state of Minnesota, for instance, a
'69),
However,
and Daniel sion of panic.
Each of the teams speaking on
as Ledoux (A&S,
he did
race relations has four speakers, Boudreau (A&S, '69) ?had visited agree to a meeting at nine the tion for ghetto teaching. The ills of
racial imbalance are discussed, esincluding a chairman. Each of
Catholic Memorial High School in following morning. The meeting
pecially as they affect both the white
Roxbury.
students,
three speakers gives a six minute West
was to be composed of
and Negro.
faculty and administrators. At this
talk on the subject of fair housing,
A similar program, drawing on
In the second part of his talk, Morequal employment opportunities, or many of the same speakers, as meeting he said he would discuss rissey
indicates what the Catholic
the possibility of a service and calleducation. A discussion period folwell as other students in Dr. LawChurch has accomplished toward aloff the afternoon classes.
ing
lows the presentations with the
ton's Persuasive Argumentation
the problem. Under the
speakers open to any question " class, has presented speaking proWhen the group met with Fr. leviating
Human
Rights
Commission of the
from the floor.
morning, it decided
grams on the topics of Vietnam Donovan in the
Boston Archdiocese with the leaderday.
The problem is attacked through
to
cancel
all
classes
the
for
and the administration of President
of its chairman, Msgr. Russell
faculty ship
speaking engagements at local Holy
Johnson's administration. The pro- Fr. Donovan notified the
Collins,
the Catholic Metco Program
group
Societies,
classes,
Name
CCD
and
gram is so arranged that each and administration, and
buses Negro children out of RoxCatholic high schools. The Archdimembers
went
in
the
dorms
to
to
member speaks to five different
bury. These children are taken to
ocesan Director of CCD has been audiences all differing in size, tell the students there.
30
parochial schools in the suburbs,
prosympathetic
to the
entirely
The mass started at 9:45 a.m.
location, etc.
without respect to the religion of the white list of fair employment busigram, and the Archdiocesan DirecThe auditorium was full and the students.
Each speaker works on delivery crowd flowed over into the vestitor of Education has offered his
ness firms is prepared by local
in class and alone with Dr. LawThe subject of housing is treated churches. Project Equality will be
complete support.
bule, as Fr. F.X. Shea, S.J., who
ton's coaching. Organizational meet- had been in Selma with Dr. King, by John Cosgriff. In stating the introduced in Boston immediately
Speaking locations have been deings are used to check preparation eulogized him and told the con- problem, he notes the ineffectiveness thanks to the action of Cardinal
liberately selected in white suburban areas. There the problems and accustom each speaker to the gration to attend the demonstra- of local housing laws and state, local Cushing.
and Congressional inaction on naopen forum kind of discussion that tion in Boston.
of racist feelings, apathy, and lack
Murphy also notes Operation
tional housing laws.
of understanding are often most follows their talks.
Breadbasket in Chicago, which has
prevalent.
Catholic efforts spoken of by Cos- used the boycott and threat of boyThe sweep of the program takes
griff include such instances of Catho- cott to secure its demands for fair
As an example of the kind of speaking teams right across New
lic action on open housing as the employment. It is backed by som-e
speaking engagement they have England. Speakers have appeared
taken, one team spoke last MonChicago Inter-Racial Conference in 200 priests, 60 rabbis, and 400 minbefore three major service organi1966. During that summer the Coun- isters.
day at' a CCD class in Norwood.
zations in Boston
the Rotary
cil supported Dr. Martin Luther
The team consisting of James MaAs a simple matter of time, quesClub, Kiwanis Club, and the Junior
lone (Ed., '70), Richard Carroll Chamber of Commerce. They have
King's housing demands, even when tion periods have taken the bulk of
(A & S, '69), Mark Ragolia (Ed., '70),
violence broke out and bricks were the programs. The hope behind this
left the state to speak before the
and John Galligan (A&S, '69), Providence Junior Chamber of
thrown at the demonstrators. Fr. is to establish dialogue within the
Groppi's open housing campaign in community. This is often more imspent the evening answering quesCommerce and the New Haven Rotions about the possibility of vioMilwaukee and diocesan participation portant than the initial presentations
tary Club. They have also been
lence this summer, open housing
in federally funded ecumenical hous- themselves. If the objections felt by
heard before a variety of church
ing projects in Newark, New Or- people can be exposed to the speaklaws, and the real problems to be
groups, both Catholic and nonleans, and Project Tomorrow in Defaced right at home in the local
ers, the questions can be dealt with
Catholic, as well as a number of
community.
troit all receive attention by Mr. in terms of fact rather than suspiJOHN COSGRIFF
Later in the week, another team high schools in this area.
Cosgriff.
cion and prejudice.

Speakers program on inter-racial justice
sweeps across the New England area
\FRIDAY...
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"Some were crying,
most were staring"
By JACK FOLEY
Associate Editor
(Ed. note: Heights Associate Editor Jack Foley accompanied Hillard Pouncy to Roxbury on
Thursday night in order to measure the response of the Negro community to the assassination
of Dr. Martin Luther King. The following is his personal account of the journey).
I was afraid, really afraid, in Roxbury Thursday night. I was Whitey. I was the man who held
the rope in Alabama, the man who threw the rocks in Cicero and Milwaukee, the man who shut
off the heat in the Winter, the man who collected the exorbitant rents on the first of the month,
the man who screwed their sisters and their mothers, the man who counted some of them as his
"best friends," and, finally, the man who killed their beloved leader. I was George Wallace, Ross
Barnett, George Lincoln Rockwell, and Maurice Gordon. I was The Man.
As we drove down Columbus

Avenue, news of the leader's death
was just beginning to filter down
to the streets. The street itself had
not changed much since my last
visit in September. The hookers
were still in abundance with their
blonde and auburn wigs covering
the "Afros" underneath. They sat
in the store fronts and walked the
streets employing the only possible

"Now a matter of survival"
By HILLARD POUNCY
News Staff
If nine nurses can get it in Chicago, Kennedy in Dallas, the family in "In Cold Blood," and
now Martin Luther King in Memphis, then why should I impose any restraints upon myself to
get the things I want. Anybody, absolutely anybody, can get it in this country, so why should I
even do anything, or if I do anything, why should I be non-violent about it?
After the attitude of disbelief
fades off people, the above conclusion seems inevitable to anyone,
black or white. Mcl King, Executive
Director of the Urban League,
(mind you he isn't in SNCC) said,
"This is the end of non-violence,"
in reaction to Martin Luther King's
death. A black man on a street in
Roxbury said, "What does nonviolence mean, when all the big
men are getting knocked off."
Another exclaimed, "I don't think
'the people' will hold still now, they
would be stupid to hold still."
These quotes came from the
people who had been asked how
they personally felt about Martin
Luther King's death. They lived in
Roxbury, and their answers came
almost automatically. However, although the answers were automatic, their actions were not, and
there was only minor violence that
night, outside of the incidents in
the Dudley Street bus station and
on Blue Hill.
The reaction to Dr. King's death
seemed to be subdued and internal.
People said that at first they had
not believed it. The meaning and
meaninglessness of his death appear to be so large that they have
to be thought about.
A student on the street said,
"I'm sad now, and I can't believe
it, but I feel that because of it
there will be a nation-wide riot."
He could be right, for Dr. King's
murder leads to thoughts of hopelessness and despair. All conclusions as a result lead to violence.
When some teenagers set about
beating a white boy in the Dudley
Street bus station that night, they
reportedly sang and chanted as
they did it. If violence is the only
answer you might as well be happy
about it, would seem to be the
conclusion they drew from Dr.
King's death.
For anyone to stick his neck out
in this country, seems to be to ask
for it to get cut off. Again, Mcl
King expresses the sentiment when
he says,"The issue now is a matter of survival." To think deeply
about the implications of Dr. King's
murder is to come to the conclusion that the law of the jungle is
what exists. What to do after this
is to decide whether to press for
anything, or just give up in despair.
Alexander Scott Jr. of Roxbury

came to this dilemma and decided,
"When niggers realize that they
have to stand up for what they
believe in, there won't be any more
martyrs, just murders. If you believe in bread and butter and fight
for it, you don't get martyred, you
get murdered." His conclusion, then
is to get away from the ideals and
the things that Martin Luther King
is characterized by, and turn towards the practical, material goods
of the society he lives in and try
to get them by the practical means
his society has shown to him.
The implications of Dr. King's
death give insight into what can
be done now to give the black man
his freedom. Instructions to attempt to achieve it peacefully and
according to what is right can no
longer work. Who believes in doing
right, or attaining things by doing
what is moral? The murderers
loose in this country certainly
don't. The average successful businessman is allegedly immoral or to
a certain degree unprincipled. The
history of the south points to the
the same conclusion.
In short, in books and speeches
one set of values is expressed, and
in reality another set is practiced.
Dr. King's murder finally made the
full force of the hypocrisy and sickness that Is this society inescapable
to everyone,' and especially every
black man.
Apparently, to be successful in
this society you must live as if in
the jungle. Mcl King's Urban
League is going to do this, and

apparently the ghettos will also.
As to the lightness of their conclusions, that goes out the window,

and instead one must ask, how
effective is this.

avenue of getting the Man's money.
The Brothers had begun to mingle on the corners and in front
of the cheap bars. The Brothers
were usually happy. The street's
cheap wine and their own heritage
had made them dance and yell and
cry out beautiful things, beautiful
Black things. But tonight was different. Tonight they weren't dancing and they weren't singing. Tonight they were milling, they were
grumbling, some were crying, and
most were staring. Because of my
own guilt consciousness, I avoided
looking at them but I couldn't
avoid knowing that their stares of
hatred were piercing my white
skin.
We stopped at the NAACP headquarters at the corner of Columbus
and Massachusetts Avenues. Hillard
ran inside to see what was happening and I got out of the car
and paced the sidewalk. I realized
that I was an alien element and
as I glanced across the street to

boy had just been beaten up. Hundreds of Black people were standing around the station. A handful
of husky, square-jawed Boston cops
told the people to keep moving,
not to linger. It struck me that this
is one of the few situations where

whites do not tell Blacks to wait,
to have patience, but to move on,
to keep going.
We left the Dudley Street station
and headed for the Urban
headquarters, a two-story, wooden
frame building on top of Blue Hill.
The walls on the bottom floor were
covered with posters and handwritten notes advertising job opportunities and new anti-poverty
programs. As we walked upstairs
to the offices of the second floor,
I was mindful of the fact that this
was Whitney Young's Urban
League, the voice of reason, moderation, and brotherhood. In the
office sat three middle-aged Negroes of huge physical stature and
full-flowing black beards. ? One of
the three, Mcl King, Executive Director of the Urban League, was
saying, "This is the end of nonviolence. The fight is for survival."

King told Hillard not to take me
any further into Roxbury: "His
presence may create an incident
which will cause more repression."
When Hillard had finished interviewing him, King asked Hillard
if he planned to talk to people on
the street. Hillard said yes. King
pointed his finger at me and shook
his head solemnly. No words were
necessary.
We drove back up to Columbus
Avenue. I let Hillard off to talk
to some of the people on the street
while I drove to a safer part of
the city to make a phone call. I
placed the call from one of those

numerous all-night restaurants that
line Mass. Avenue. In the middle
of my call, I glanced out the window of the restaurant and saw
three or four firetrucks speeding
down the street in the direction of
Roxbury. I knew then that I, the
Man, would forget about the murdered hero by June and that then
the firetrucks would be going to
Wellesley, Newton, and Chestnut
Hill.
?

Boston Globe Photo

Dr. Martin Luther King at the Boardman School in Roxbury
where they were standing I knew
that I was the object of 400 years
of hatred and hostility.
A secretary at the NAACP office
gave us directions to the Urban
League's office on Blue Hill in the
heart of Roxbury. As I drove down
Mass. Avenue, I could see that
word of the murder had spread
and more and more people filtered
down to the streets seeking first
empathy and then vengeance. A
line of police cars with blue lights
flashing and sirens wailing passed
us in the opposite direction. I wondered to myself if these sounds
were Gabriel's horn in disguise, the
signal for the conflagration to begin. We followed the police cars
to the Dudley Street MTA station.
According to a bystander, a white
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"This is the end
of non-violence"
by RICHARD

SMALL

Associate Editor

The fact of death is irrevocable. Martin Luther King has been killed by hate in Memphis.
What is left for us now, after the fact, is to wait and see what will follow. What kind of violence will erupt? What kind of reply will be made by Negroes, first saddened, then angry?
What kind of future is dictated by blacks for white America?

By the time this article is read,
some of these questions will have
begun to be answered. But as I
am writing, it Is very early on a
Friday morning, not many hours
past the moment of death. My radio tells me vague things about
tension and violence in many cities.
My friends tell me that the anger
and hate is close to home, in Roxbury. They talk of police and a
beating and an angry leader and
a burning car. They warn me not
to look for myself: because I am

white.

I have no way of knowing
whether rioting will grow to smash
the cities with hate, whether one
death will have multiplied many
thousand times by Tuesday. Yet I
feel that it does not matter, really.
Whether the lid stays on for three
days, weeks, or months makes no
difference at all.
What is current and real this
Tuesday and for many Tuesdays
to come is the fact of hate and
fear. This country is sick with the
combination of the two choking
to death on them. Martin Luther
?

King underestimated the extent of any black person, as any cop. The
the sickness. He called for his blood will flow and cover the
people to work and fight within streets sometime soon. There will
the system as it stands. He is dead. be no difference in the color.
Make no mistake, more death
It is useless to call for the rawill follow. This really is "the end tional solution
now. It is useless for
of non-violence." Negroes will learn
white leaders to call for brotherfrom their leader's tragic error.
hood without violence. Black and
They will learn that non-violence
white are separated by a gulf of
is an absurd joke in the face of our hate made
completely unbridgecountry's sickness. They will learn able by
some one with a rifle in
that the answer to the long years Memphis on Thursday. Before they
of injustice
and the answer to can draw
together again, there will
this one death can only be the be an
explosion of this hate.
destruction of the white man's comI do not exult in this, I do not
placency. And if this means the
destruction of all of the white applaud violence, and the death
that will come. Yet it is tempting
man's society, too, then that is the
to say yes! to the black man's anway it will be.
ger. It is tempting to urge an end
Watch out, white man! The long
to
dealing with hypocrites and
upon
hot summer is
us right now.
It doesn't matter if we escape for blind men. And beyond this sub(Continued from Page 1)
jective reaction, there is the cold
a time, if we breathe and feel
I simply cannot see 150 students roamed the streets.
guilty and patronize for a few reality that
anything else happening to this One group on the University of
weeks more before angry people
Chicago campus sang "ding dong,
country this year.
begin to kill. They will. And they
the
witch is dead."
expect
will not be only black people.
We
violence now. We exAt Vale University about 200
We will be hating, we will be pect rioting and killing to follow
students; gathered to sing the "Star
afraid, too. Some of us will be killDr. King's death. We will not have
Spangled Banner" and then marching as efficiently and brutally as to wait long. God help us.
ed o fto the home of Chaplain William Coffin, shouting "Coffin for
President." Coffin did not appear
to speak, however, and the students went away chanting, "McCarthy, McCarthy" and "hey, hey,
Following the rally there was a
The penalty for accepting cards
LBJ, why didn't you quit before
meeting for all the resisters in the
is the same as that for turning
today?"
Arlington Street Church- At the
them in, one to five years in prison
In Ann Arbor, Mich., beer and
meeting they discussed where they
and/or a $10,000 finewine sales increased tenfold.
would send the cards. Numerous
During the folk singing followStudent press reaction was also
suggestions were proposed and it
ing the turn in, one of the resisters
wide-ranging- The University of
to
send
the
tentativly
was
decided
from BC, Bill O'Halloran told The
Michigan Daily in a front page
cards to the Justice Department,
Heights that he felt liberated. "I
editorial said Johnson's withdrawal
sending
possibility
of
with the
know that I will probably be jailed
"should not obscure the historic
figures into
other
copies
public
planning
but I have been
this for
cluding Senators Kennedy and significance of his drastic admina long time and now that I've done
istration" and called on his sucMcCarthy.
it I really feel free."
meeting was also used to cessor to make major changes in
The
also
was
O'Halloran
said that he
U.S. policy. The Vale Dally News
heartened by the number of extra
said "we enthusiastically endorse
resisters. There were only fifty
register people for the workshops
LBJ's non-candidacy." Some college
pledged.
that were to be held the following
editors, such as those of the UCLA
day. These workshops were to give
Daily Bruin, said they might find
Jole Kugalmass, a member of resisters and others the opporit easier to endorse Minnesota
the resistance steering committee
tunity to discuss and propose furSenator Eugene McCarthy now,
also commented to The Heights on ther concrete resistance activities.
since it is no longer necessary now
the number of cards. "I really did
During the meeting many reto stop Johnson.
not expect more than the fifty sisters
spoke on their feelings
Johnson will remain on the balpledged," he said. "I think that the about
the activity in which they
lot of Choice '68, the presidential
turn out is a response to Johnson had taken part. At one point a
primary being held on 1,400 coland his halfway measures. This is non-resister got the floor
beand
lege'campuses April 24. The directbut
not a one issue movement
a rated the assembly for what he
ors of the project, which is funded
life long commitment."
considered their lack of patriotism.
by Time, Inc., took Michigan
When asked about an amnesty There were a few catcalls,
but
Governor George Romney off the
for the resisters, he replied that
these were drowned by shouts for
ballot
when he withdraw from the
he did not think it would be pos- silence and intermittent applause
race in February. But the ballots
sible. "The President can pardon as the crowd
heard him out.
were already printed when Johnpeople but that only happens in
cases like Robert Lowell's, when it
is a reward for outstanding subsequent activities. A mass of such
pardons would be condoning our
Wednesday, April 10 and Thursday, April 11
actions. I expect that at least
?

?

Johnson reaction...

son made his announcement. Vice
President Hubert Humphrey, who
is being mentioned as a likely candidate, is not on the Choice ballot,
and those who want him will have
to write in his name.
Leader's of the New Left saw
Johnson's withdrawal both helping
and hurting their efforts.
For example, observers in California thought Johnson's withdrawal might help the Peace and Freedom Movement there. The PFM
has been fighting an effort to get
it's members to re-register as
Democrats to vote for Kennedy or
McCarthy in order to defeat Johnson- The PFM put out a statement
saying that now that Johnson is
stopped, opponents of the war

Rally on the common...
(Continued from Page 1)
agree to talks. He dismissed the announcement because hopes had
been dashed too many times before.
He spoke instead about the resistance in the post-Johnson era
"Now that LBJ is removed as an
issue we must face the real issue,
the political settlement of the Vietnam situation and the fact that the
United States has no right to a part
in that settlement," he said.
After the speeches the 186 new
resisters turned in their draft
cards. Among the resisters were

four Boston College students: Rick
Lareau (A&S, "68), Paul Mangan
(A&S '68), John Bradley (A&S, 70),
and Bill O'Halloran (A&S 71).
Paul Abbott, a seminarian at St.
John Seminary, was also among the
resisters- Abbott is the fourth person from St. John's to join the resistance.
The cards were taken, by a group
of sixteen persons, including clergy
and college professors. Nan Stone,
a full time worker with the New
England resistance, and one of the
people who accepted cards, told
The Heights that there had been
45 people willing to accept cards
and that the 16 had been chosen
from this group.
Among the original 45 were three
BC faculty members: Mr. Douglas
McCay of the English department,
Rev. Edward MacKinnon, S.J. from
Philosophy, and Dr. Martin E.
Dieckmann of the Mathmatics Department.
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should remain in the PFM.
And Lee Webb, one of the organizers of the counter-convention
planned for Chicago at the time
of the Democratic Convention, said
Johnson's withdrawal would keep
the Left from supporting McCarthy
and Kennedy as much as they have
and that it would also allow the
campaign to focus on the issues,
instead of Johnson's personality.
He doubted that it woud hurt the
Left's plans at the Convention.
But Ray Mungo, editor of Liberation News Service in Washington
and another planner of activities
for the convention, said, "It makes
our job harder. We have to persuade people that everything is
still the same."
-?????

AUDITIONS for THE PROPOSITION

seventy five percent of

the re-

sisters will be arrested and what
is more important, all of them expect it-

6-11 P.M.
at 241 Hampshire Street, Inman Square, Cambridge

for present cast expansion and summer acting possibilities
for furthur information call 8760088
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coneer before his European Tour
at BACK BAY THEATER

LESTER

FLATT & SCRUGGS

SAT. EVE. APRIL 20, 8:30

Tickets $2.75, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50.
Advance sale at Club 47, Palmer St.,
Harvard Sq., Back Bay Theater, 209
Mos»- Aye » Boston and all Ticket

j
I Agencies.

EARL

and the Foggy Mountain Boys
P,US

The Charles River Valley Boys
Sun., April 21,

MAIL ORDERS NOW TO THE ABOVE

-

8:30

p.m.
John Hancock Hall HA 1-2000
$4.00-Si.oo-52.00
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ARBY'S ROAST BEEF SANDWICH needs you. We are
looking for full and parttime help. Openings available seven days a week.
Starting pay $1.70 per hour.
Arby's is located at 1630
V.F.W. Pkwy., West Roxbury, 15 mm. from B.C. Free
meals. Call 327-3120, 9
a.m. 5 p.m.
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Please return brown shoulder
bag left on U-Haul truck while
hitching down BC way.
URGENTLY NEEDED
Call: 353-7391
Martha Elkini
SUMMER RENTAL

Furnished apt, kit., liv. rm-, bdrm.
Available for June, July & August.
Strictly quiet building. Call 277-8796
weekdays after 4 p.m.
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BC?s Tina an Olympian

Fenwick IM Champs
Ted Anderson's tap-in with one
second remaining gave underdog
Fenwick A a thrilling 31-29 victory
over Van's Vandals last Wednesday,
thus ending the best-run Dorm
League competition of the past
four years? perhaps ever.
Fenwick A, only a fourth place
finisher in its regular season division, put its game together in the
play-offs to earn its title. Short on
size (The 6-2 Anderson was the
only player on the team over six
feet), the talented sophs were long
on hustle. Led by the ball-hawking
of Jim Downey and Dave Turcotte,
the Fenwick team continually beat
taller clubs with a fast-breaking
game.

VAN'S VANDALS
Giarusso
Palminteri
Silbernagel
Hey
Clarke
Sheehan
Ludwig

Van Buren

(29)
G
F
14
0
4
3
5
13
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

P
6
4
11
5
3
0
0
0

5
19
29
Fenwick A
16 15 ?31
Van's Vandals
11 18 ?29
Officials: McGuirk and Ryan. Attendance: 209 (est.).

.

31

TENNIS SCHEDULE
April 7
(H) Assumption
(A)
Tufts
April 10
(H)
MIT
April 23

April 27
May
May
May

2
5
8

(H)

Brandeis

(H)
(A)
(H)

Holy Cross
Providence

It is an oft-repeated fact around the BC campus that Boston College was well represented at
the Olympics at Grenoble, France this year but unknown to many is that not all were members of
the U.S. hockey team. In fact, BC has, in Tina Noyes, one of the world's greatest woman figure

skaters.
Tina, a striking redhead, is a the incomparable
sophomore in the School of Education and a resident of Arlington.
At Grenoble in February, she narrowly missed winning a medal for
the United States by finishing
fourth, though Miss Noyes feels
that she didn't skate as well as
she is capable of skating. At the

Shooters
lead league

FENWICK A (31)
O
F
P
Curley
2
1
5
DiFeo
0
1
1
Turcotte
3
1
7
Walsh
2
1
0
Anderson
3
0
6
Bonner
2
15
0
Fitzpatrick
0
0
Downey
13
5

7

By MIKE MacNEIL
Sports Staff

national championships this winter
she captured second place behind

The Vandals were unbelievably
cold in the game, hitting for only
one field goal in the first half.
Lanky Ken Silbernagel led the
losers with 11 points, but he was
effectively contained by the tenacious guarding of Jack Curley.
The game itself was a ragged affair, with both teams somewhat off
on their shooting. The difference
was Anderson, who turned in a big
defensive play on the Vandal's
Mike Clarke at a crucial moment,
in addition to hitting the winning
basket.

12

11

...

WORKIN' OUT THE ARM
is BC sophomore passer Mike
Fallon, at spring football practice.

Currently pacing the Greater
Boston Rifle League are the marksmen from Boston College. Boasting an overall record of 13-3 the
rifle team is also aiming for the
top spot in the New England Collegiate Rifle League.
The top point man on the team
is Jim DeGorge with an average of
270 out of a possible: 300 points per
meet. Not all of the team members
are men, however, as is made very
clear by Mary Sullivan, who possesses the second highest average
on the team. She is followed figuratively) by Chet Roberts, Jim
Barnicle and Jack Sears in averages.
In their latest outing, the team
1292-1167,
defeated
Wentworth
with an "earlier victory over MIT,
1297-1273.
BC gained first place in the
Greater Boston League and has
held on to it thus far- It, likewise,
sat atop the New England league
until suffering a close four-point
defeat at the hands of the Coast
Guard Academy, presently BC is
in third position in that league.

Stonehill

NEGRO TALENT SEARCH
NEEDS BC STUDENTS
BC Program for College Education of
Roxbury-Dorchester area negroes needs students
from all schools interested in working with
new recruits as guides tutors and resource
persons beginning after Easter Please contact:

Peggy Fleming.
For several years, Tina has had
the frustrating experience of
having to compete against Miss
Fleming for top honors, an unenviable assignment for anyone.
Recently, however, Peggy Fleming annnounced her retirement
from the amateur ranks, thus
opening the door for Tina to
achieve her long-sought ambition? the national championship.
Miss Noyes states she chose Boston College for a variety of reasons,
not the least of which is the availability of McHugh Forum for practice during her free time. "When
I'm in competition, I train six hours
a day," she said with a shake of her
head. "It's hard work and once in
a while I get tired of it. Then I
take a vacation and come back
and it's all right again."
This past weekend Tina was
one of the featured performers
at the Ice Chips of 1968, a production of the Skating Club of
Boston. This marked her ninth
appearance in the annual ice
spectacle.
Next year, Tina plans to compete

at the nationals and the world
championships but after that her
plans are still undecided. She does

Financial Aids Office Gasson 217
or Charles Hauck Campus Mail

By TOM GLYNN
Sports Staff

The Boston College track team
swept to an easy 10148 victory
over UConn last Thursday after
noon at the BC track. On the
strength of some fine individual
performances, the Eagles dominated the field events and built up
a margin on the racing side.
Jim Kavanagh, the senior captain, scored three firsts and a second to lead the BC scorers. The
Kavanagh streak included
the
discus, hammer, and shot. Dan
Cunningham,
junior teammate,
led the field in the high jump,
with Kavanagh a close second.
Larry Jeffers placed first in the
100, with a wind-dated 9.8 race.
Broad jumpers Bill Doherty, Bob
Erwin, and John Norman finished
1-2-3 for BC points.
John Tracy won the 880 event
over several UConn trackmen,
while Jeffers copped the honors
for the 220. Soph Harry Krause
finished with second places in dis
cus and hammer, and with a third
in the shot.

Ryan...
(Continued from Page 12)
carefree manner make him a much
sought after and highly entertaining after-dinner speaker. (He could

business on Ted Williams
stories alone!)
The majors' loss, in this case,
was certainly BC's gain.
stay in

King...
US

(Continued from Page 1)

crucified for his faith in theChristian response. Unlike the Savior
he loved and served, he will not
rise again in glory. Already his
memory is being commemorated
by the mass explosion of the very
darkness he desperately tried to
illumine.
Only the faith of a man like
Martin Luther King can see this
darkness, face it, and devote a
life to exposing its work and
altering its power. He has been

destroyed by that darkness and
we are all guilty white and black.
This man's work has been in
vain because we will never cease
the projection of our guilt on to
our brothers, we will never accept the responsibility for the
waste and evil which have cancered the life of this country
since the white man robbed its
lands from the red man. Martin
Luther King had a dream the
transformation of this nation and
all its citizens. His dream has

-

-

died with

him.

FfciseoEAsr
W

Mr- Joseph McCarthy

Trackmen beat
UConn, 101-48

formerly THE BRIGHT SPOT

298 Washington St.
Brighton Center

?-1
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Ford hurls one-hitter as
BC nine tops MIT, 8-1
By JIM BLAKE
Sports Editor
Coach Eddie Pellagrini's Boston College varsity baseball
team got off to an impressive start in its bid to return to Omaha
last Wednesday, by romping over MIT, 8-1, on the strong onehit pitching job of senior southpaw Pete Ford.
Ford was knocking on fame's
door for seven innings, holding the
Engineers hitless with a blazing
fastball, a dazzling change-curve,
and excellent control But Bob
Kiburz led off the eighth inning
with a soft line single to center to
spoil Ford's bid.
The Eagles took command of
the situation early in the contest
and were never headed thereafter. They picked up one run. in
the first inning when Dan Zailskas walked, to second on Mike
Finnell's line single to left, and
scored on Tim Graham's ground
single just inside the third base
line.
They added one more in the
third when Mike Robertson singled,
stole second, and scored on a
throwing error by MIT shortstop
Lee Bristol.
But the fifth inning was the big
one for the Eagles as they pushed
across five runs to ice the contest
Robertson drew a walk and advanced to second on Zailskas' sin-

gle. Then sophomore Gary Matz,
who has the potential to become
one of BC's best hitters ever,
clouted a prodigious drive which
carried past the two-man sled on
the football practice field for two
bases, scoring Robertson.
up,
After Graham popped
Harvey Doneski singled in Zailskas and Matz and later moved to
third on Bill Plunkerfs single
and Bob Maher's fly to right.

Sailors in
deep trouble
By JIM CREAMER
Sports Staff

The Sailing Club of BC will not
a splash this year: they

get off to

have nothing to sail.
After

last

year's successful ef-

fort, the team found themselves on
the short end of the stick with no
boats and no coach. In the past,

MIT has permitted the BC club to
use their facilities at the Charles
River boathouse. This year MIT has
a new coach and the Sailing team
is now barred from it.

On the coaching side of the
affair, we have a similar situation.
The man hired last year, Jack Fallon, couldn't find the time to provide the much needed guidance.
No one has been found to fill his

place.

Terry Geoghan, Racing Team
Captain, said "The situation will
not hurt the few experienced members of the team who don't need
the practice. But, no one will sail
in the future if there are no boats
and no coach." Geoghan feels that
the enthusiasm generated "will
soon die out."
Only six full time members- are
sailing and this shortcoming can
be accounted for by the lack of
facilities.

The BC club, a charter member
of NEISA (New England Intercollegiate Sailing Association),
is
deemed a varsity sport. But the
sport remains at the club level on
campus.
The schedule for this year includes four meets with schools
such as Harvard, BU, MIT, Coast
Guard and Vale.

Ford, a good

hitting pitcher,
Doneski home. Eddie
O'Neill followed with a double to
score Plunkert and end the big
inning's scoring.
singled

The Eagles made it 8-0 in the
seventh when O'Neill whacked a
triple off the left-centerfield wall
and scored when Bristol bobbled
the relay.
Righthander Yin Campobasso relieved Ford with one out in the
eighth and was reached for MlT's
only run in the ninth. Bob Gerber
singled, moved to second on a walk
to Ron Kole, and scored on Bruce
Wheeler's single to left.
Ford was overpowering all the
way, striking out eleven in his
seven and one-third inning stint.
Campobasso fanned three over the
final frame and two-thirds.

ON THE NOSE
romp over MIT.

.

Photo by Henry Ellis
Shortstop Eddie O'Neill leans into pitch for three bases in last Wednesday's 8-1 BC
?
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Baseball slate

Bob Ryan

PELLY
When you think of Boston College athletic coaches, you
naturally think first of classy Bob Cousy, spirited Snooks Kelly,
and now the dynamic Joe Yukica. But for the past ten years none
of them have been any more successful in any phase of their
coaching careers than Eddie Pellagrini, the friendly ex-major
leaguer who runs BC's fine baseball team. Quietly, without fanfare, he has consistently turned out scrappy, knowledgeable, ballclubs which have come as close to dominating New England baseball as any others.
There are a lot of guys around who know baseball. But there
aren't many?particularly New England college coaches?who
know it the way "Pelly" does. He played nine full seasons in the
major leagues for five different teams. Not a big man (he weighed
137 when he came up with the Red Sox), he utilized all his faculties to stay in the big leagues. His ability to play anywhere under
any circumstances made him a valuable man to both pennant
winners and eighth place teams, since both need versatile people
to do specific jobs for them.
His BC teams bear his fighting spirit. Take last year's club,
for example. They needed to win a pair of best-of-three series
from Dartmouth and UMass in order to get to Omaha and the
College World Series. Trailing 13-3 in the sixth inning of the
third game against Dartmouth, they tied it up with a ten run
inning, and eventually won it, 15-13. The scene was repeated in
the third game at UMass. This time they overcame a 6-2 eighth
inning deficit to win, 7-6, in 12 innings.
What else could be expected from a team whose coach hit a
home run his first time up in the majors after spending four
years in the service? Pelly always gave it all he had, and that is
why he will always remember last year's BC squad. "My '60 and
'61 clubs had better personnel," he says, "but those kids last
year really showed me something."
Pelly sees a change in the kids of today, at least as far as
baseball is concerned. "You only get out of this game?or life?
what you put into it," he is fond of saying. "But now the kids put
less and less into it. A lot of players would have a shot at the Big
Leagues if they were willing to work for it. But they're not

HomeAway Opponent
April 8 (H) BU
April 10 (A) Brandeis
April 16 (H) Harvard
April 18 (H) Tufts
April 19 (H) Colby
April 20 (H) Dartmouth
April 21 (A) URI
April 23 (H) Northeastern
April 25 (A) Tufts
April 28 (A) Providence
April 30 (A) BU
(A) Northeastern
May 2
(H) Providence
May 3
(H) U.N.H.
May 6
(H) UMass
May 7
May 11
(A) UConn
(H) Springfield
May 21
(H) Holy Cross
May 25
May 28 (A) Fairfield
(H) Holy Cross
May 31
(A) Holy Cross
June 1
Date

>':

:

:

:
\
:

:

Lacrosse on
the move
:
:

:

By TONY CALIRI
Sports Staff
On April 6, the Boston College
lacrosse club embarked on their
first varsity-level schedule against
Dean Jr. College. With plenty of
strength returning from last year's
undefeated team, the outlook is
very favorable.

Doubling as coaches and co-captains this season are seniors Ken
Hackett and Paul Lenardson. Last
season, Hackett led the team from
midfield and was second in scoring. Lenardson was the leading goal
scorer for the club with ten goals
in five matches. Working with
Lenardson on the attack line this
season will be Tony Garofalo and
Walt Glennon, two top scorers
themselves.
The other two lines will be com-

posed of returnees Bill Simpkins,
Hackett, Steve Malony, and Carmine "Saab" Sarno. Some newcomers

hungry enough now."
Before anyone gets the idea that the coach was just another little guy who finessed his way into the majors on a
minimum of talent, ft should be pointed out that Pelly could
hit for power. Two years ago he stepped into the batter's box
against right hander Eddie Foley (not a bad pitcher) and hit
two balls over the fence in two swings. He hit over twenty
homers in a season in the minors several times.

to watch are Ken Ciak, Reg
roun, and Pete Thaxter.

Ma-

The defensive unit will include
big Gerry Carrol, Carter Hunt, Tom

Kerr, and Tom Donahoe. Sophomore stalwart Stan Wasowski, a
soccer player like Sarno, will return again as regular goalkeeper.

Still and all, Pelly's value to BC lies not in his past exploits
on the diamond, but in his ability to communicate effectively and
be respected by his team. The coach is demanding, to be sure.
(Ask any BC pitcher who didn't cover first on a grounder to the
right side.) But he is fair.

It is impossible for any baseball fan to spend any amount of
time around him without enjoying it. His tremendous wit and
(Continued on page 11)

Time

3 pm
3 pm
3 pm
3 pm }
2 pm j
2 pm
2 pm
4 pm
3 pro
2 pm \
3 pm
4 pm
4 pm !
4 pm |
4 pm ;
2 pm
4 pm
2 pm
2 pm
3 pm \u25a0
2 pm j

The sports scene this week will
be domant, because of the Easter
break. The BC baseball squad visits
Brandeis tomorrow afternoon for
a 3 P.M. contest, and face five
games during the post-Easter week.
The tennis squad, under new
coach Dick Ashworth, is also on
the road, with a 2 P.M. match
slated for tomorrow at Tufts.
Football will resume spring practice after a full Easter vacation.
The Spring intrasquad game is
slated for May 4, 1:30 p.m.

COACH EDDIE

PELLAGRINI

By playing a rougher schedule
this year, the club hopes to eventually achieve varsity status. Other
teams on this schedule include
Babson, Boston State, Lowell Tech,
and Brandeis. The first three of
these will be played at home on
the footbal practice field east of
Alumni Stadium.
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April 3
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Howard Zinn: One of these days the children will win and the
soldiers will withdraw and all the green spots of the world like Boston
Common will become the playgrounds of the world again as they were
meant to be.
Donovan: And all the golden children became a golden chain.
It was a beautiful blue-green spring day and all the golden children
were there, transforming a meeting of political protest into a kind
of spiritual affirmation, a communal rejuvenation, a tribute to "the
power of powerless people" (as the good professor said) and even into
a victory celebration, a high point being the announcement of Hanoi's
willingness to negotiate.
In the great tradition of Bostonian protest, a church was used as
the organizational center for the radicals, and one of the several
marches to the Common originated from Fanueil Hall, a former center
of colonial dissent.
It is right that the rally should have aligned itself with historical
tradition, since it was commemorating an event of considerable histhe maturation of the "New Left" and its realitorical significance
zation as a potent political force.
Yet, despite Prof. Lynd's call for more political rather than moral
consciousness, the tone of the rally was distinctly neither political
well, spiritual, almost as much a celebration of spring
nor moral but
as a political rally. As such, then, it is only natural that perhaps the
best received part of Prof. Zinn's, where he spoke of hope; the kind
of hope which makes one protest even when the efficacy of protest
for spring, the poets tell us, is the season of hope.
is most in doubt
Perhaps because of this pervading mood of rejuvenated hope, the
most striking feature of the demonstration was its surprising lack of
anger. Not only were there few instances of physical violence but
there was little of the incindiary antics with which radical groups are
usually associated.
This was not due to any let-down in enthusiasm or commitment
but merely to the combined effect of a blue-green spring day, the
Johnson and Hanoi announcements, and the presence of intelligent,
articulate speakers.
The rally was not all that idyllic, however, as the usual lunatic
fringe of the pro-war demonstrators and ordinary toughs made an
appearance also. They were completely impotent to change the spirit
of the demonstration, however, and due to the unspoken feeling of
solidarity between the protestors, they just left one wondering who
had invited them to the party.
Although on this day a large number of people found a new hope,
a new confidence in their ability to effect
however slightly
a
change in the American Way, the presence of Black Power groups on
the Common reminded people that another struggle is being waged
in this country, one which has not met with as much success as the
?
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Resistance."
And now Martin Luther

King is

?

dead.

Photos by

Henry
Ellis
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The new jazz

By JOHN GOLENSKI

happens in Fort Lauderdale, William Haines, William
Taggart, Grove Press, pub. date: April 1, 1968)
(What

By ALAN MARTIN
When a generation grows up
with the knowledge of war, the
experience of the struggle for human rights, and the music of Monk,
Mingus, and Coltrane, the musicians of that generation, true to
the mandates of art, must necessarily create in their medium the
personal emotions wrought from
such times.
The traditional and accepted, the
hackneyed and spent are no longer
legitimate means of expression. The
landmarks of two-four time, blues
harmony, simple melodies, and
sweet, soothing sounds are falling
down under the assault of such intensity as the storms conjured up

the drums of Elvin Jones or
the cries of Ornette Coleman.
The revolution in modern jazz,
waged by creative individualists,
has as its fundamental concept and
root the transmutation of the Black
by

Experience into music. The dynamics of this movement are unprecedented, uncompromising emotional
and spiritual energies which nonetheless maintain a passionate lyricism throughout.

The new jazz is action music
the act being musicians probing
the depths of themselves and their
music, penetrating through surface
layers of consciousness and feeling,
arid transforming the ambivalence
of the self and the present into
sound.
Consequently, it is with a total
commitment and turbulent urgency
that such men as Ornette Coleman,
John Coletrane, Pharoah Sanders,
Archie Shepp, and Marion Brown
-perform on the saxophone.
The music is intensely personal,
bringing into play emotions that
are felt whole, not peripherally or
?

cautiously. The resultant phenom-

ena are piercing cries and shouts,

Those of you who read Evergreen, the magazine for, redblooded
and green-eyed intellectuals, probably noticed a sparse collection of
reports from the Lauderdale participants in this month's edition.
The Haines and Taggart volume
was the source for those stimulating accounts of modern college de-

soaring crescendi and swirling improvisation which may not be built
upon set chord structures.
Acil Taylor has worked specifically in the area of tonal and
atonal arrangements, John Coletrane's style is rich in harmonicchordal variations and that of Ornette Coleman pursues the possibility of pure melody.
The esthetics of the new jazz is
freedom. The pouring faith of such
intense energies result in a form
of beauty which challenges the
idea that there is but one standard
of "beauty," one standard of
"form."
This action music plumbs the
depths
of
our consciousness
through the surface layers of feeling and sensing the neat, uniform,
routine, and consistent, towards the
unpredictability of the self and
marrow of our emotions' reflecting
the often chaotic and visceral humanness of man. Against this is
shouted a lyricism of textures and
colors.
Obviously, the casual listener is
out of place in such context. Disinterest in the listener is detrimental to the music's effect. One must
bring sympathy, education and an
open-mindedness to follow the onslaughts of Albert Ayler and his
colleagues, for their work offers
little familiar ground to tread upon.
Understood from the proper perspective, the new jazz is creative
art and commentary upon the urban scene now, and a penetrating
transformation of that vision into
sound. In light of the socio-cultural
and political milieu of the artists
concerned, the "medium is the message" freedom.
?

bauchery.
If you're the armchair pornograph type, you can enjoy the
whole collection now. If you're the

type, you can
marvel at how your colleagues
have described the experience so
precisely in their persistently
broken English. If you're the sociological type ?forget it.

Lauderdale debauch

The chorale
by MICHAEL LYNNOTT
Saturday evening, April 4, 1968,
proved another exciting night of
classical music for those relatively
few who were present to appreciate it The program was entitled
"Music of the Theatre." The first
half consisted of the "Overture to
Mozart's Die Zauberflote" played
astonishingly well by the Festival
Orchestra (considering the rarity
of their collective appearances); the
Coronation Scene from Verdi's
Aida, which featured the orchestra
again, and only introduced the
chorale in a relatively minor role;
the chorale was then presented in
a more dominant role in the Polovetzian Dances from Bordoin's
'Prince Igor."
The second half of the show
consisted of Carl Orff's musical
composition for "Carmina Burana,"
an anthology of medieval Latin

CORIOLANUS: FILM VS. THEATRE
by J. VINCENT HOSKINSON
Today, whatever our need for
drama may be it is fulfilled more
often by cinema than by the stage.
As columnist Walter Kerr has
noted, with perhaps some exaggeration, people go to movies to
be entertained, but to plays (like
museums) because they believe it
their duty to patronize the arts.
Therefore, the recent Harvard
production of Shakespeare's Coriolanus, which utilized film sequences
to supplement and strengthen its
stage drama, is, in some way, indicative of this change and raises
necessary questions about these
two arts.
A couple of weeks ago, in Renata
Adler's column in the Sunday New
York Times, she expressed some
nostalgia for the days when movies
were concerned with characterization rather than technique, when
audiences could identify, without
irony, with the characters and not
simply sympathize with the director.
This analysis seems to be justified, though the nostalgia seems
somewhat unnecessary. The film
has always been at least one abstraction away from its characters.
Besides a story (if indeed it has
one), it only has color, sound, pattern and movement to effect its
reality. It has no live, sweating
people on stage. For the most part,
directing and photography and
film-editing are more demanding
arts than film-acting.
The modern theatre has been
greatly motivated by its rivalry
with the film. Objects are sometimes given more prominence than
actors. A New York audience ap?

plauds an expensive, well-designed
set as soon as the curtain rises.
Once at Stratford, Connecticut, an

audience broke up a scene in A
Midsummer Night's Dream by ap-

lauding the apparatus that transformed, on the uncurtained stage,
a forest of trees into a court of
banners. The theatre often employs
such machinery or elaborate lighting, sometimes enhancing, sometimes distracting.
Thomas Babe's production certainly distracted from Shakespeare's Coriolanus. It assaulted
the senses without significantly
building on the audience's natural
tendency to sympathize with live
actors. The production juxtaposed
film reality to stage reality and
modern dress to period costuming.
It used a heavy, single set which
was constantly being shoved around
by the actors to suggest changes
of scene.
Through all of this, Shakespeare
often was lost. A Shakespearean
tragedy brutally taxes our emotions. King Lear has instructed the
world to "see feelingly" and Shakespeare's plays are designed to
stimulate such a response.
Coriolanus is a play of violent
and many affections: the story of
a strong-willed man and his passionate love for himself, for two
other men, for his mother, for his
wife, and for his country. Only a
production which emphasizes the
bonds and the walls between the
people in this world of strong
hates and loves can be successful.
It is ironic that it was usually
the film clippings which were more
moving than what was happening
onstage. However, it is doubtful
that the whole play would have
been successfully translated by this
style of filming. Coriolanus dramatizes the differences between rich
and poor, powerful and weak, between military and familial emotions, and between the demands of
the state and the desires of the
individual. It was not the intimate

scenes that were put to film, but
the ones which were of a more
public or brutal nature. These
scenes fitted well within the conventions of a documentary-like
film much like Bottle of Algiers.
Because of its stark contrasts, the
play does not succeed through a
heap of theatrical machinery. The
play is confusing enough without
adding to the confusion. And the
resolution to all this complexity is
found not in devices, but in live
people. Shakespeare's plays are
usually at their best when the
stage is almost bare of any set
whatsoever. Only good acting is
necessary.
When a Shakespearean play is
done well, it is relevant, and without the need of modernization.
Shakespeare was not concerned
with the problems of perception
to the extent that our contemporary artists are. He was not trying to move people through opening their eyes or their nostrils, but
through the poetry of bodies and
voices. His only significant sensuous avenue to emotion is through
the sense of hearing. Sound and
silence have traditionally been the
vehicles for manipulating the feelings of a theatre audience.
On the other hand, the cinema
taxes our ability to see: not only
to see feelingly, but to feel visually, to experience emotion through
an expansion of the capacity to

sense.

Shakespeare and the theatre can
indeed entertain, if the limitations
and the potentialities of the stage
are realized. Nevertheless, the film
is still the chief art of our day.
Today there are many more movie
cameras in America than there are
voices with the emotional equipment for Shakespeare's, or Albee's,
poetry.

lyrics written originally by literary
scholars in the Twelfth and Thirteenth centuries in Europe. This
was the only true chorale work of

the concert, and the chorale shone
in its rendition. Previous to this
point, their inspiration was in almost direct proportion to their
participation in the
individual
works, but in Carmina Burana,
realizing their primary role, they
excelled.
The soloists, presented with an
unusually high score, resorted to
falsetto in some instances, but
their performances as a whole
were more than adequate.
The hand of Dr. Peloquin was
in evidence everywhere, from his
strict control of the orchestra to
his timing of the chorale's many
difficult entrances.

i

The book consists of a three page
preface by the authors in which
they tell the reader that they solicited these reactions from over
300 Lauderdale alumni and alumnae and how they really feel these
groovy young people should speak
for themselves.
This is the last

time we meet
our persevering compilers. The collection is an interesting amalgamation describing in lurid four-letter
language:
1) the usual sexual hang-ups of

the college kiddies
2) their need and unending
search for "real love"
3) the inescapable love-affair be
tween students and the cheap
drunk beer, beer, beer, vomit,
beer, beer, vomit, beer, etc.
More succinctly, the volume consists of potation, urination, copulation, and an occasional perversion.
It must be admitted, however,
that there is one unique feature
pointed out indirectly by the accounts. Privacy is something forgotten and unwanted in Lauderdale. The town evidently becomes
one big frat party on an open
beach. There is no need for the
public mask in these havens of
anonymity. While the student must
protect the mask of respectability
in public at home, there is no need
for external self-presentation here
the whole group is a huge mass
of blank faces.
The honesty of the occasion is
astounding. All the respondents in
the book state explicitly that they
went to Lauderdale for an orgy
and carried out that plan with passion. One fact which seems incongruous with all of this and is taken
for granted rather than explained
is the necessity, even in this nameless, non-consequential situation, of
the drunk before promiscuity can
?

?

occur.

gentLe

Taken as a survey, what Lauderdale has to say about such experiences is rather mundane; what it

says about the condition of the
American student is a cliche. However, what it implies about the society producing and fostering these
individuals is significant. It is unfortunate
the
authors
never
thought of it.

mon6ay

A disservice to our time?
The "Service For Our Time",
held In McElroy last Sunday,
brought pop religion right here to
BC: the theme was Love and the
setting was Now.
The service began with a statement of its basic theme; the rock
band played Jefferson Airplane's
"Somebody to Love". With that
out of the way, the boys and girls
went on to explain how we can
sose sight of our ultimate goals.
To try and find some meaning,'

we can also "dropout", the said,

with drugs. At this point the band
came back, not surprisingly with
Grace Slick's "White Rabbit".
According to

the plan of the

service, the 400 souls present
should then havebeen feeling pretty
low, so just in the nick of time,
"Evolution", a series of "nonobjective" slides by one George
Parker, was shown to kinda get
the how back onto its true course.

These slides depicted all sorts of
things, both good and bad, that
were meant to show that existence DOES have some intrinsic
meaning after all.
The band them came back and
socked it to the believers with
"What The World Needs Now
(Is love)."
The "Service For Our Time"

-

had now reached its climax: love
is where it's at. This point was
amply brought home by a reading from I Corinthians 13, samplings of Kahlil Glbran's and Eric
Fromm's views on love, and a
sparkling rendition of Chet Powers' folk-rock classic, "Let's Get
Together", from the band. The
service was topped off with the
release of a hundred or so gaily
colored baloons throughout the

hall.
"The "Service For Our Time"
(expectedly) borrowed heavily
from the external trappings of
hippie culture.
Sadly, this Is done all the time.
The only thing that this borrowing causes, obviously, is the loss
of whatever significance the cul-

ture possesses, and serves to
mock both the original culture
and also those who took from it.

The "Service For Our Time"
failed because it was just as superficial as the evils it condemned. The performers neatly and
explicitly guided us from des-

pair to hope that there was nothing we could do but sit back and
watch. Therefore we became part
of neither the message nor the
manner in which the message was
presented.
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BLOW YOUR MIND WITH SIGHT AND SOUND
The unknown groups wander in
and out of Boston's coffeehouses
and rock clubs with amazing speed
and predictability. They come and
they go and sometimes don't return for months or years and
sometimes neverThere is always another group
ready to fill the gap in the schedule. Chances are that the new
group will arrive with an unoriginal ad in the papers like: "Get
into a new bag at the Unicorn
Coffeehouse. The Hello People
have a sight and sound that will
blow your mind."
The funny thing is that there
really is a group called the Hello
People, and they did arrive in
Boston with a promotional campaign like that.
They're gone now, just another
group, unknown to you and unknown to most people as long as
they continue with "a sight and a
sound that will blow your mind."
But let me tell you about them
because they deserve it.
In my mind, the first hint that
the Hello People are not typical
is that, after they formed while
a New York school, their run in
the Village was one of the longer

ones on record.

Hint number two, a rather
weak one, is that they signed with
a record company and have released their first album (Philips
PHS 600-265, PHM 200-265). Hint
number three is found in the notes
on the album cover which read in
part:

.

..

You see the very word
hello is a key to many doors it
means say hello back to me and
lets see what happens next obviously if you try this enough times
you are going to have some interesting experiences In fact you
may even find out you are alive
This LP is all about life and
love and hopes and dreams and
sadness and disappointment and
sometimes a child smiles although
outside it's raining."
Talking about life and love and
hopes and dreams and sadness
and disappointment is a pretty big
order for anyone, but the more I
listened to the group the more I
admired their efforts.

The group's greatest success
seems to come with light, cheerful

songs like Paisley Teddy Bear and
Ifs a Monday Kind of Tuesday.

It is on this type of cut that
they achieve their most cohesive,
well-arranged sound. An arrangement seems to be their major
strength. On Monday Kind of Tuesday, for example, a soft, catchy
sound fits perfectly with the lyrics:
'It's a Monday kind of Tuesday
That comes after a 3-day weekend
It's a definite hearing bad news
day

..

All day long.
The floor is cold
And I'm not up to your cold shoul-

der

Not today."
The song pretends to do no more
than illustrate a certain mood
we've all felt at different times,
and its success lies in the fact that
it accomplishes just what it set out
to do.
On paper, the lyrics may sound
too simple and unoriginal, and in
fact this was my impression on
first hearing them- But after a
while you begin to delve into these
lyrics
you begin to feel the
images and emotions
and the
songs take on a whole new level
?

?

of expression.

This was the case with me when
I began to listen to the words of

Movin' and Growin':
If you count your hours
And your days are full of iron
And you find the story that they
tell
Is the tale of a fool
Who lives all alone
Whose soul is an empty well
Then you'd better listen close to
the wind in your mind
That tells you the autumn has

.

come

Movin', movin' and growin'
all the time.
Probably these words remain
outside you, something on the
border of your mind. What is
beautiful about the Hello People
is that if you really listen they
cannot remain outside for long.
You begin to understand what
they are saying: the "alive" people are moving and growing all the
time; there is much more to them
than the picture of the masses
presented by the "fool," or society
in general. All this is there, I
think, when you listen.
While the group's album is generally good, it is poor in comparison to one of their live performances. The electronic distortion
produced by the group on stage
sounds very harsh and noisy on
the record.
The change to three-quarter
time in the middle of Sunrise
Meadow, which is accompanied by
an effective light show on stage,
sounds artificial on the lpThe group's best hard-rock cut,
Jerusalem, is basically noise on
the album. It is hard to pick up
the driving drumbeat and the angry lyrics.
Jerusalem deserves more comment because it is a definite exception to the gentle style that

characterizes the People's lyrics.
Live, the group's performance of
Jerusalem is reminiscent of the
hyper-charged antics of Jagger
and the Stones.
Perhaps the most angry verse is
the following:
I met a man who wore a collar
Handed out God for a dollar
Said he studied night and day
To learn the proper way to pray
That I ought to be like him
Avoiding every trace of sin
Carried a cross upon his back
Made of plastic painted black
But he was going the other way
Because he wasn't allowed to stay
And see thetLord
Down in Jerusalem.
It is unfair I think to represent
Jerusalem solely through this one
verse, for an essential part of the
song's message lies in the fact that
the singer approaches Jerusalem
with a gun (".
in case I had to
fight some one." and eventually
throws the gun away because "I
finally found some one I couldn't
fight/down in Jerusalem."
Another aspect of the group's
live performances that obviously
can't come through on the album
is their appearance: all six members wear facial makeup similar
to that of a clown.
"We're trying to imitate French
pantomine artists," one of the
members told me- "We think this
way we can express a whole range
of emotions, but we're not sure."
Neither am I, for it seems to me
the way they do it now is overdone.
But like most unknown groups,
the Hello People are young, and
they can learn, and unlike most,
they are extremely talented, with

.

four song-writers and a range of
instruments that includes the clarinet, saxophone, oboe, harmonica,
and of course the comb with wax
paper.
There is something more about
the Hello People which I guess
was best summed up by a friend
who, after listening to them perform, said, "I felt that they could

make me laugh or cry, depending
on the way they felt."
I didn't think that was much
of an exaggeration then and after
all that's more important than any
careful dissection of their music
that I could perform now.
And I hope they do return to
Boston.

Bapst Auditomum-10 am
Empty ceilings upheld by dusty pillars;

Here and there an occasional light is on;
An aged priest meticulously straightens an altar cloth

?

some are sleeping
some studying
some thinking
Through soiled windows resembling empty bookshelves,
?

The dreary February sunlight is cast
Upon rows and rows of tattered unfilled seats

?

someone is crying
someone is laughing
no one is looking
?

A strange serenity hangs in the air;
A garbled murmur lightly mingles with a door slam
Or the shuffling of feet

someone entered
someone left
no one cared

..

.

?

Motzart and Druian
combine to ex-Szell
by JOHN SACHS
Classical Music Reviewer

MOZART: Four Sonatas for
Piano and Violin. No. 7, in F
Major, K. 376; No. 6, in G Major,
K. 301; No- 4, in E Minor, K. 304;
No. 8, in C Major, K. 296. George
Szell, Piano; Raphael Druian,
Violin. COLUMBIA (S) MS 7064,
(M) 6464; $5.79.

The release of this new recording is important not only because
of the charming rendition given
by conductor-pianist George Szell
and his concertmaster at the Cleve-

land Symphony Orchestra, Raphael
Druian, but also because it restores Mozart's sonatas to the
Schwann Catalogue.
Three of these sonatos, No. 4,
No. 6, and No. 8, written in 1778,
are contained in the Manheim set
which Mozart published in 1781,
after the death of his mother- No.
4 was composed in Paris; the other
two in Manheim. No. 7 was written in 1781 while Mozart was staying in Vienna. These sonatas are
among the first in which the violin is not merely an accompaniament to the piano. Especially so
in the Allegro of No. 7 where both
instruments demand one's attention yet do not compete for it in
any sense.

Criticized in his own time for
too dense a musical fabric, and
later for writing too shallow a
score, today these pieces can only
be admired for their rich purity.
There is more than simplicity in
the Andante of No. 7 and in the
Allegro of No. 6; it is innocent
elegance. Druian accomplishes the

many tricky embellishments with
the impression of remarkable ease
and fluidity.
At times, it is a shame, Szell
seems too concerned with virtuosity and forgets that to perform
these Mozart pieces well (and here

I have the first movement of No-6 in mind) one must really PLAY
with the music, so that the final
effect is more that of a game than
of an exercise.
Sonatas No. 4 and No. 8 must
rank high among the best chamber music ever written. One cannot help feeling the intense emotion of No. 4. It opens with a brilliant Allegro (vivace) in which
Szell produces the tender yet
courageous support for the violin.
The Minuet that follows is not
like a dance at all but a sad remembrance of past dances.
In the Andante of No. 8 we discover Mozartean lyricism at its
purest and most seductive. The
piano introduces the theme, yet
Druian causes constant anticipation and gives constant satisfaction- * And when the violin takes
over, Druian pours out every drop
of the movement's delicate sensuousness. Here Szell carefully prevents a repetitive piano support,
downright dull if played incorrectly, from offending.

Whether or not you are a Mozart devotee this recording is
worth having. Worth, in fact, the
$3.90 the Harvard Coop asks for it.
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To an oil slick

.

you run together, then separate
moving back and forth
expanding, contracting in
some secret intercourse;
red-black-red-black

..

..

?

like lovers;

don't look at me like that!
your eyes are blind;
beckoning arms that cannot grasp
but waver like flames;

blue-black-yellow-black

people
people there! but why hurry?
milling, pushing, when you float upon eternity?
?

..

ha, ha,
oh! sacred amoeba
ship? car?
what is your birthright
savage
oh!
war!
blue-green-yellow-violet-red-black
?

?

«
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